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CBAnQl 

SUMMARY or CQNCLUSIONS AND IECOMMINDATIONS 

CoaclwsiHS 

Impact 

1. Both series of programmes have been successful, in that they have bad a notable and beneficial 
impact on the participants. This impact takes three forms: 

a) Acquisition of identifiable and discrete stills ud knowledge in tecbnical and professional 
areas; 

b) acquisition of personal attributes such u •management leadership• and •self ·confidence· 
etc., 

c) broadened professional and personal experience, reinforcing theoretical knowledge and 
raising professional ambitions and standards. 

2. However, because of the inertia in the organization of the individual African Railways, 
the immediate impact on the participants l railways lau so far been slight. Nevertla~lcu. aome 
participants have made use of specific informatfon acquired through the programme•. and 
theoretically, the railways could benefit from bigher standards of work. Moreo"cr. tlte 
programmes may have greater impact on participants railways if and when devclupmcmt or 
investment programmes come to be undertaken. 

3. A major secondary benefit wbicb was important and greatly appreciated b) tM 
participants was the opportunity to discuss important technical upects with their orrc-ite 
numbers from other countries. Although this outcome cannot in itself justify the pre>Jra••n. 
it presumably underlies the specific technical purpose of all UNIDO's international group tr•••••& 
programmes. 

4. Both series of programmes- were very 9'ell conducted but project objecti~c• -ere 
deficient, this because organisational needs of the railways were not defined ia advance. II bas 
thus ~ea possible for the programmes, excellent in themselves, to be developed over tlae years 
without reference to external needs. UNIDO's control procedure for technical coopcra1ion 
projects, e'!ercised through project documents, is not effective for these or other group training 
programmes. 

Aspects of proaramme COQtcQt 

.5. The design weakness is renected in ccrta:n upccts of programme content. It is doubtful 
that 'personal development• subjects, valuable as they are in themselves, should form par1 or 
international railway engineering programmes. 

6. Regarding technical content, there were divergent interests within group11, especially on the 
tract programmes. The rolling·1toct programme& overcame this problem by mean1 or individual 
project wort, but it ran deeper in the track programme and it wu even que1tioaed by &0me 
former participants whether the U.K. i1 a suitable host country. 
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7. Some Arabic-speaking .participants had difficulty with the English language. The 
certification question is u old one but is being tackled at least in Cairo by UNDP. 

Africap ph•cey 

8. The four-week periods in Africa were invaluable, giving a greater seDSe of reality to the 
prognmmes. They were best exploited by group project work, as in the track ud rolling-stock 
rehabilitation programmes. 

5electiog 

9. Participants were reasonably homogeneous in technical standard, but bad a wide rugc 
of responsibility. No women took part in the programmes, railway engineering being a masculine 
preserve. 

Admiaislrltioa 

10. Programmes were almost entirely administered by the HTOs. Fuactioas carried out by 
UNIDO were criticised by the HTOs, perhaps too severely, but there indeed seems to be room for 
improvement. HTOs took great paias to take care of programme participants. 

Docgmeatatiog ud "ocabglary 

11. The aide-m~moire and 'Note for Participants' are Dot always clear and are not well 
presented. the aide-m~moirc is unsuitable in title, form and content as a programme prospectus. 
It could be drafted more caref ally and could usefully explain key words in order to avert 
misunderstandings. 

Rolq of the oraapj51tjoas copcerud 

12. Responsibilities of UNIDO, UAR, ODA and HTOs are not clear, and the effectiveness 
of the programmes bas thus been diminished. The ODA did not CODSider pre-investment in 
training needs assessment necessary, nor did UNIDO insist on such a study. Given the great 
variety of African railways it would have been difficult to identify common requirements, but 
u enquiry would have assured more precisely directed usistance. The needs usessment mission 
which preceded the fint tract course wu intended to establish the content of an already 
determined programme, a much later step than the initial usessmeat required. 

13. ODA and UAR representatives have attended evaluation seuions, and meetings in Vienna 
between programmes. They have contributed to programme evolution within the buic structure. 

14. UNIDO, having no in-house railway engineering e:1pertise, bu played a limited role, 
f urtber reduced as HTOs have taken over much administrative support. UNDP and UNIDO 
offices in African host countries were not called upon to usist with programme arrangements. 
UNIDO's IHRD Branch established trainia1 objectives for the later track programmes and may 
have influenced the traiaia1 objectives of the rolling-stock programmes. 

IS. No CC'Dtracts have been concluded between UNIDO and the HTOs, an undesirable 
omission. 

Tqpa(cr of railway ca&iHcri91 traiaiD& to Afda 
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16. There should be no requirement for 'personal development' subjects to form part of 
international programmes. Furthermore, some engineering and maagement subjects could be 
covered in Africa. The latter could well be reinforced by study tours outside Africa. For technical 
content visits to manufacturers and users of unfamiliar technology will always be invaluable. 

17. Temporary inputs from outside Africa might assist in building up African railway 
training capacity. The two British HTOs could play an important role here. Alternative programme 
structures could also be considered, perhaps with a higher proportion of time in Africa. The 
benefits of an international mix of participants should not be ignored. 

18. It may be more productive if Arabic were the working language for some programmes. 

19. Decisions in these respects should follow assessment of training and development needs 
in African railways. 

lm••eadatlo.u 

UNIDO and railway encineeriH 

Recommendation 1 

20. The decision to promote and backstop additional programmes of this kind, where UNIDO 
is not in a position to provide full substantive support, and which are not connected or in support 
of larger technical assistance programmes in the subjects covered, should be carefully weighed. 
With respect to the ongoing programmes, the next step should be a careful analysis of the 
components of the programmes already run in order to establish where UNIDO could make a 
greater technical or professional cootributior lo railway engineering than has previously been the 
case. 

21. For example within the general area of rolling-stock rehabilitation feasibility studies are 
the essential first step. While the programmes run hitherto have mainly dealt with technical 
feasibility it is more than possible that UNIDO could greatly strengthen the capability of African 
(or other) railway engineers and managers to assess the economic feasibility of rehabilitation 
programmes. 

22. Similarly the actual implementatioa of rolling-stock rehabilitation can be made more 
efficient by the application of general principles of production management and here again 
UNIDO might be in a good position to make a contribution from its expertise in this area. 
Workshop layout and organisation, cost accounting and quality assurance might be components 
of programmes in this area. 

23. Other areas might include (a) maintenance aad parts management and (b) training 
management and methodology. This latter subject might be combined with an organisational 
development to form a more comprehensive human resource development programme. 

24. The maintenance and repair of railway track and of bridges and structures is not a subject 
so readily related to UNIDO areas of professional intereal, being largely a matter of highly 
specialised civil engineering. However the subject should be give:m further study within the 
context of the recommended analysis. 

Recommegdation 2 

2.5. UNIDO should, in collaboration with the Union of African Railways u well as the 
Southern Africa Transport and Communication Commission and other sub-regional railway 
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organisations (and if thought desirable the equivalent organisations in other continents), design 
a study of railway training and consultancy needs in UNIOO's areas of expertise. The study should 
not necessarily be confined to one language area. 

26. Funding of the study should be sought from multilateral sources (e.g. UNDP/~1) or 
bilateral donors. The possibility of funding (rom industry sources should be examined. 

Recommcpdatiop 3 

27. If the two preceding recommendations arc accepted it will ".>e necessary for UJl.'100 to 
designate an official or unit to become fully informed abnut the world's railways, to establish 
contacts, and to act as the focal point within the organisation. 

UNIDO pd V!ll tral•ig P"""••n 

Rccommendatiop 4 

28. UNIOO should re-examine and codify the rules and procedures for the administration of 
group training programmes. la particular contracts should be established between UN'IDO and host 
training organisations as a normal practice. 

29. UNIDO should as4'urc the efficiency of its own systems and should not delegate 
administrative (unctions to host training organisations. Internal systen:.s for obtaining 
authorisations, distribution of papers, and issue of air tickets should be re-examined and made 
more responsive to operational needs. la this context the distribution of documents to recipient 
countries and to potential and selected participants should be given detailed attention. 

30. The design and content of the "aide·mimoire" should be examined in detail and revised 
in accordance with their function as a programme prospectus. Other widely distributed documents 
such as "Notes for Participants" should similarly be brought up to high standards of accuracy and 
presentation. 

Recommendation S 

31. Project documents and their internal structure should be used to assure good training 
programme design, not simply as a formal procedure. 

Rccommepdatjon 6 

32. If the development of African railways bas a high r.nougb priority to attract funding the 
ODA may wish to sponsor a project to a uess the HRD needs of railway organisations, including 
training needs, aaJ to identify those which can best be met by neans of international programmes. 
A sub-regional approach may be considered preferable. 

U1lon of Afdc11 l1llw111 

Rccommcadatjop 7 

33. The UAR should develop its own capacity to assess the HRD rtq.airements, including lraiaiag 
needs, of its member railways, seeking international assistance if necessary. 
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Recogamepclatio• 8 

34. Subject to the agreement of its members the UAR should take the lead, or collaborate, in the 
HRD 1eeds assessment projects proposed in Recomme1clatiou 2 a1d 6. The support ud 
collaboratio1 of sub-regio1al organisatioDS such IS the SATCC and the Southera Africa• General 
Managers• Co1fere1ce should be e1listed. 

Recommcndatiog 9 

35. The UAR should ide1tify training and development orguisatiou in Africa which can 
effectively provide services to member railways, whether or not these orguisatiou arc specialised 
in railway traini1g, ud should circulate i1formatio1. If the need arises the UAR should itself 
commissio1 special programmes at some of these organisatioDS. 

36. The UAR should discuss with member railways the feasibility, advutages and costs of 
training programmes run in Arabic, ud perhaps in f urtber laDguages other thu French and 
E1glish, and should make proposals accordi1gly. 

But Tnl1lu Ongl111i111 

Recommepdatjop 10 

37. It will be to the be1efit of Africaa railways if the professional competence and experie1ce of 
ABB Traasportation Ltd {formerly BREL) ud Traumuk Ltd continue to be made available ud 
used. The two compuies will rightly pursue their ow• operatio1al and commercial priorities but 
should prcf erably take active measures to offer their traini1g service to Af rica1 railways 
whe1ever feasible. Jg this connectio• they may wish to develop aid propose alteraative options, 
for iutuce with shorter and more specialised modules for more exacdy defi1ed participants, or 
i1cluding study tours iD more than oae cou1try. 
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CRAPTER2 

BACKGROUND TO THE EVALUATION 

38. The decision to evaluate the two series of programmes was taken by the British Overseas 
Development Administration (ODA), who requested Ur ]DQ to undertake the evaluation, during 
a meeting (held on 11 May 1992) 1'etween the ODA and UNIDO Evaluation Staff. 

39. The objective of the evaluation is threefold. Firstly, to enable UNIDO, the Government 
of the UK, and the host training organizations to take decisions on improving the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the group training programmes in transferring relevant knowledge and skills to 
developing countries, in the field of railways. Secondly, to assess the actual impact so far, of the 
two series of programmes, whvse origin, history, and evolution are described below. Thirdly, to 
comment on the possibility of undertaking these courses wbolly in African training centres. 

40. The effort and time that have gone into organizing these programmes, as well as other 
relevant r:sources, are immense. It is therefore the consensus of all concerned that u in-depth 
evaluation is in order. 

41. Although not directly related, it should be mentioned here that the decision to undertake 
the in-depth evaluation coincides with the interruption of the UK contribution to the IDF fund. 
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CHAPTER3 
DESIGN AND DOCUMENTATION 

Oripu o( the pr01Qmmes 

42. The training programmes were initiated soon after the establishment oC the Union of 
African Railways (UAR), by the first Secretary General. Upon request by the UAR, UNIDO 
launched a series or uaining programmes in 1971, in the field or maintenance or railway 
equipment (rolling stock), within the framework of its in-plant group uaining programmes. 
Initially, only three programmes were organized, and were for English-speaking participants. 
These programmes were financed by the German government as contribution in kind.The 
programmes were largely thought to be useful since one of the most important consuaint facing 
maay African railways is the lack or engineers and technicians in the field or maintenance and 
repair. Furthermore, it was felt that the LDCs would benefit the most from the programmes. 
Therefore, similar in-plant group t:aining prograJDmes were organized for French-speaking 
countries from 1976 in Belgium by "Soci~li National des chemins de Fer Beiges". 

43. At the 8th session of the UAR, held in Douala in October 1980, there was demand for the 
reinstatement of the programmes for English-speaking countries. UN!DO then put forward a 
project proposal which was negotiated and approved for financing by the British government 
under the UNIDO IDF fund 

44. Ia the early 1980s, British Railways Board were approached by representatives of the 
Overseas Development Adminisuatioa (0.D.A.), and the British Council T .E.T.O.C. branch (later 
uansferred to the O.D.A.), requesting that the then British Rail Engineering Limited provide a 
Training programme for Af ricaa Railways on the subject of Railway Rolling Stock Maintenance. 
The training was to be provided on behalf of UNIDO. 

45. The French speaking programmes, now run by the Belgium Railways "TRANSURB" 
organization, were said to be very successful, and UAR requested that the English speaking 
version should be identical in content and duration. 

46. The first two programmes were held in the UK only. Following review or resultant 
outputs, it was concluded that running the programmes solely in the UK, severely limited the 
overall quality of the programmes and did not allow for important learning consolidation stage. 
It was therefore decided that commencing with the 1986 programme, provision for a four week 
period of controlled experience and consolidation training in an African railway should be made. 
Subsequendy, the 1986 and the 1987 programmes were conducted in Derby UK, and Kenya 
Rail'Vays. Based on the experience of the 1986 programme, it was agreed that future programmes 
should follow a two year pattern of venues for the African portion. It wu believed that this would 
enable the preparation wort and costs involved in preparing the African railway training centre 
concerned to be suitable for such an international course, to be justified. An additional idea was 
also to set tasks for the host Af ricao railway training manager& and traiaen during the first year, 
for action prior to the return of the UK professional trainers with the second year UNIDO 
programme, thus helping to develop the profeKionalism of the training 1taff of the host African 
railway. Evaluation of application of skills and techniques learned by participants from the host 
railway could also be ascertained. In 1988, the Af ricaa segment of the programme was held at tbe 
Egyptian Railways Training Centre at Wardan, u was the 1989 programme, which was the first 
programme dealing with the management of rehabilitation of railway rolling stock. 1990 saw tbe 
first, and so far the only train ins programme to be held at Malawi Railways Training Centre at 
Lim be, for the four week African segment. 
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47. Experience gained from the first four programmes, i.e. 1984 to 1987 inclusive, suggested 
that the emphasis should shift from a purely •technical engineering• bias to include management 
and trainer skills, with particular emphasis on human resource management, training and 
development in order to equip participants with skills required to pass on to others what they had 
learned. 

48. Following a detaikd post course evaluation meeting held at UNIDO, Vienna in the 
Autumn of 1988 attended by UAR, UNIDO, ODA representatives, and the Programme Direc10r, 
it was decided that a completely new training programme should be developed for 1989, entitled 
"The Management of Rehabilitation of Railway Rolling Stoel:•. This was intended to reflect 
conclusions drawn at the World Bank funded mcct:ng of senior civil servants and railway officers 
from twenty-one African countries, held in Brazzaville, where the need for rehabilitating existing 
resources was seen as the way forward for Africa's cash starved railways. The rraining of 
managers in the requirements and techniqacs <Jf rolling stock rehabilitatio11 was therefore 
identified as an urgent training need, and fundamental to the acceptance within African R;;.ilways 
of rehabilitation as a viable alternative to •buying new•. 

49. A summary of programmes provided for African railways in this specific area to date ir. 
as follows: 

Year 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

Title 

l.P.G.T.F. in 
Maintenance and 
Repair of Railway 
Rolling Stock 

- Ditto -

- Ditto -

- Ditto • 

l.P.G.T.P. in the 
Management of the 
Maintenance and Repair 
of Rolling stock 

l.P.G.T.P. in the 
Management of the 
Rehabilitation of 
Railway Rolling Stock 

• Ditto • 

Veaae 0.ntioa(wks) 

UK 11 

11 

1Jlt/hnya 11 

UK/Kenya 12 

UK/Egypt 12 

UK/Egypt 12 

UK/II ala vi 14 

SO. In 1988 the UAR requested a second series of programmes for the management of the 
maintenance of railway track (ref erred to as •permanent way•), for railway civil engineers, which 
would upgrade their skills, thereby improving permanent way maintenance and renewal, which 
would in turn lead to better efficiency and utilization. Tbc aim of the programme is to upgrade 
the particspanu• theoretical and practical knowledge in modern techniques of civil engineering, 
especially the maintenance of track. The assumption being that at the end or the course, the 
participants will be better equipped to undertake the following: 

design, plaa, implement, and monitor permanent way maintenance programmes. 
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more effectively utiliu manpower engaged in permanent way. 

carry out projects of rehabilitation of permanent way. 

investigate causes of derailment and deal with emergency situations. 

impart such knowledge to others. 

SL A summary of programmes provided for African railways in this area is as follows: 

Year Title Veaae. 

1988 l.P.G.T.P. for Engineers UK/Kenya 12 
responsible for the 
management of the 
maintenance and Repair 
of Railway Track. 

1989 - Ditto - Ul(//~nya 12 

1990 - Ditto - UK/Egypt 12 

1992 - Ditto - UK/Malawi 12 

52. It is evident from the foregoing that the effort and time that have gone into organizing 
these programm,.s, as well as other relevant resources, are immense. As has been stated above, It 
is therefore the consensus of all concerned that an in-depth evaluation is in order. 

Needs analysis 

53. As indicated, the current series of English-language rolling-stock programmes was 
requested as a complement to the French-language programme which bad been run for some 
years. The evaluation team does not know whether a specific analysis of the organizational 
training needs of railways in anglophone Africa had been undertaken before the request was 
made; certainly no such analysis was made by UNIDO. It is similarly clear that no subsequent 
~11 • sis was made of the training needs, either by UNIDO or by the UAR, of the engineers who 
were to comprise the target group. There seems instead to have been a generalized assumption that 
since much rolling-stock W35 in poor shape a training programme for engineers would help to 
rectify the situation. 

54. A similar line of thought appears to lie behind the origin of the track programmes: track was 
in poor shape in many places, adversely affecting the safety and reliability of rail services, or 
needed upgrading to permit the operation of heavier and faster rolling-stock. Training of 
engineers was therefore necessary. After the basic decision had been made to run the first of these 
programmes, and indeed after the duration and two-country structure of the ~rogramme had been 
established, a one-month •needs identification• mission was carried out in four African countries 
by the already identified HTO. This mission provided invaluable guidance to programme design 
in terms of content, but as will be seen below it was some time before training objectives were 
clearly defined. 

SS. Both tbe British HTOs coocerned in these series of programmes maintain regular contact 
with many African railways in connection with other contracts and thus have up-to-date and 
detailed information concerning their technical statua and development plans. Although theae 
contacu do not ext.:nd to all the anglophone countries, and are not always focusaed on the training 
of engineers as are the UNIDO programmH, they are sufficient to give the HTOI a aound bui' 
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on which to build up programme structure and content. It would have greatiy reinforced the 
position of the HTOs if more detailed consideration had been given to the organizational plans and 
consequential training requirements of the various railways. On the face of it this preparatory 
phase should have been undertaken by UNIDO as executing agency, and the ODA might well have 
provided for such preliminary assistance. Although the HTOs would be in an excellent position 
to advise on or undertake a preliminary phase it has never been implicit in t:ieir duties as sub
contractors to ensure adequate linkage between the programmes and the organizational needs of 
participants' railways1• The role of UNJDO, which has no in-house professional expertise in 
railways nor any experience in the transport sector, in executing these programmes is however 
equivocal. This matter inevitably comes up at various points in this report and is dealt with in 
summary under 'Conclus:Jns'. 

Target participants 

56. In an attempt to assess the underlying purpose of the two series of programmes the 
evaluation team has examined the intended participants' profiles in the aide-m~moire, which is 
really the public programme prospectus, and in tbe project documettts. The aspect of interest is 
not the education, in terms of a degree in engineering, or professional experience required of 
candidates, but their organizational position and responsibilities. 

51. Regarding the rolling-stock programmes the aide-m~moire of the first prugramme refers 
to •railway equipment engineers• who "should currently hold technical or supervisory 
responsibilities related to railway repair and maintenance•. This target remains unchanged for the 
following three years. For the fifth programme, the title of which is management of maintenance 
and repair for the first and only time, and in the content of which greater emphasis is indeed 
placed on management, the aide-m~moire simply refers to •railway engineers• who "should 
currently hold technical or management responsibilities". (It is to be noted that management 
responsibilities are only an ortion.) In the following year, which marks the start of the new series 
of rehabilitation programmes, the target is exactly the same. For the second rehabilitation 
programme, in 1990, the last African programme so far, the railway engineers "should have a 
minimum of five years' management responsibilities and should have long experience in the field 
of rolling-stock maintenance and repair•; but current management responsibilities are not 
specified. (They could have moved to research, or to some other important but non- maintenance 
role, well before they apply for the UNIDO programme.) 

58.ln the immediate objectives of the first (1984) project document the proposed participants are 
described as "railway engineers who are involved in the maintenance and repair of locomotives, 
carriages and wagons and who have the magaeerial respogsjbmty for jmproyjgg the performance 
of their depots agd maip works .. " The evaluation team bas added this underlining, because we here 
have the only specification of responsibility for improved performance in any of the documents 
under consideration. It occa.:rs only in an inte1nal document, not in the same year's aide-m~moire, 
and does not survive even to the following year, where the phrase in the immediate objectives is 
simply "railway managers and engineers responsible for the maintenance and repair: This is u&ed 
again in the following four project documents, and it is questionable whether, with its reference 
to managers, it acc10rately matches the target in the aide-m~moire for the first four programmes. 
In the first rehabilitation programme the project document refers even more baldly to "railway 
managers and engineers responsible for rolling stock"; and in the 1990 project document, in which 
the term "Profile of candidates" is used for the first time, the same requirements for experience 
are given as in the aide·m~moire. This i1 in fact the first occasion OD which the two documents 
coincide. 

1 Jn fact, as the evaluation tem was surprised to learn, no fon11l contracts are concluded between 
1111100 and the HTOs, whose duties are thus left formliy undefined. This point is pursued in Chapter 4, 
'J111Plmentation'. 
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59.As to the track programmes, the first (1988) aide-mtmoire refers to •middle/senior engineers• 
with •minimum of three years' experience as civil engineers in a railway envir.>nment or seven 
years' experience in the position of high-level technician." Prcferen~e will be given to applicants 
with •experience in the field of track maintenance and repair: The subsequent three aide
mtmoire use the same specification with the addition of •a good level of responsibility; it is 
expected that participants will iaave a good potential for further promotion•. 

60. The four project documents use the same terms as the aide-mtmoire except that the •good 
level of responsibility• is used from the first. But what level of responsibility is •good" ? The 
meaning of the word cannot possibly be stretched to imply responsibility for performance 
imprc.vement. 

61. Taking all these specifications together, a requirement that participants should be, at the 
time of the programme or in some quite near future, in an organizational position to introduce 
changes is not mentioned, except in the first rolling-stock project document. This seems to the 
evaluation team to be a crucial omission which has allowed the prograMmes to be designed and 
executed without clear focus on the real needs and plans of the African railways concerned, and 
with correspondingly too much attention to the immediate technical preoccupations of the 
participants. Othet aspects of project design contribute to this lack of clarity and thCK arc dealt 
with in the following section. 

62. Meanwhile it can be argued on at least four grounds that lack of precision in specifying 
the target groups does not matter, or even that it is desirable. (1) It is the responsibility of the 
various African railways, not of the programme sponsors or organizers, to nominate candidates 
only when they will be :ible to make direct use of knowledge and skills acquired •itbia a 
reasonably near future in the context of wider development or rehabilitation programmn. This 
assumes that the railway organizations will deny themselves free training placn ir •o Heh 
opportunity exists or is in prospect. (2) Too few potential candidates, in all the railway' IOJClhcr. 
are or will shortly be working in positions which allow or require the introduction of chHJC. U 
this condition is too rigorously applied it might turn out that not even one programme i• '••hie. 
never mind a series. This argument for looser target specification can however be tuHed rouad 
to call in question the very purpose of the programmes. (3) There are many continJHI he•d•t• 
which participants and their organizations can and do derive from group training prOJr•••n. 
sometimes from single, short observations, sometimes from the experience as a whole. S.C.me11me• 
these may consist of quite small technical or procedural changes; or they may be peHoaal. brder 
to identify or describe: changes in attitude, perhaps, or upward revision of technical 1tHd.1rd,. 
(4) Project documents are ex-post internal UNIDO formalities required for accoun1ia1 purpmc•. 
not the starting points which identify the originv need for a training programme; 10 Iona n tlaey 
meet the formal requirements it does not matter much what details they include or omit. 

63. \'_alid as these arguments may be, they are 1urely 1upplementary. That is to uy tbcy caaaoa 
be used on their own to ju1tify rather loosely drawn target specifications. The original potitioa, 
if the application of resources to such programmea i1 to be ju1tified, must be more rigorous: 
participants must have a very good chance of making a 1ucceuf ul contribution to improved 
performance in their railways, and this should be spelled out at least in the aide·m~moirc. The 
function and content of the project document is considered nut. 

Project dcsjp 

64.Project documents, as 1tated above, do not, in the case of GTP1, dt:fine the need for training 
programmea; each is written after the decision to run a programme bas been taken. They arc not 
subsequently used as control mechanisms as they often and effectively are used in more usual 
technical assistance projects which take place in a single recipient country. Nonetheless the 
evaluation team has looked at the objectives set out in the eleven project documents concerned, 
the outputs (the trained engineers), the link between outputs and objectives, and the assumptions 
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(aot in fact explicit in any of the documents). The pouibility of devising meaningful indicators 
of achievement is also considered briefly. It appears in the end that the project document, or some 
version of it specially designed for GTPs, could be much mort useful than is the case at present. 
In particular it could give warning at aa early stage if achievement of objectives were in doubt. 

Project objectives 

6S. The original 1984 objectives were as follows: 

A. Development objective 

... to assist recipient countries in improving the transport system by having rolling stock, 
through improved maintenance systems and practices, in better working conditions, thus 
assisting all sectors of economy of the countries. 

B. Immediate objective 

... to give railway engineers who are involved in the maintenance aad repair of 
locomotives, carriages and wagons and who have the managerial responsibility for 
improving the performance of thei- depots and main works, the opportunity to deepen 
their theoretical and practical knowledge of rolling·stock maintenance and repair. 

66. In 1985 the development objective was unchanged; the immediate objective was amended 
to read: 

B. Immediate objectiv' 

... to upgrade the skills and knowledge of managers and engineers responsible for the 
maintenance and repair. 

Both development and immediate objectives remained unchanged for the following two years. 

67. In 1988, when •management• was added to the programme title, only minor modifications were 
made to the objectives. The last phrase of the development obi,cti~e was changed to •thus 
assisting all sectors of economy in general and industry in particular•: An additional phr~e is 
added to the jmmedjate objectjve, with disregard of normal English syntax: • ... and to learn bow 
to impart their knowledge to others: 

68. With the change to the rehabilitation programmes in 1989 objectives are substantially changed: 

A. Developmegl objective 

... to assist recipient countries in improving their transport system by extending the 
economic working life of railway rolliag stoct in general and industry in particular. (Sic. 
It seems likely tbat a line of text bas been omitted.) 

B. Immediate objcctjyc 

21t ts not clear tllhy a need to 911Ph11tze the relevance of r1HW1ys to tndultry Hml to hive merged 
at thh stage. ElHWl!ere tn project doc...ents U ts pointed out that ran .. ys are used for the transport 
of tndustrtal good1. 
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... to upgrade the skills and knowledge of railway maaagers and engineers responsible for 
rolling stock so that they can undertake rebabilitation projects and to learn how to impart 
their knowledge to others. 

69. For the most recent rolling-stock programme for Africa. ia 1990, botb these objectives 
are dropped. Development objectives for group training programmes were indeed ao longer 
required by this date. The immediate objective has simply become the traigiD& objective:• At the 
end of the programme the trainees will be able to .. : This is set out ia full under -Training 
objectives and their evolution• below. 

70. The point to be aot~d about these immediate objectives is that none of them make any 
reference to application of the skills and knowledge acquired by participants. It would be such 
application which formed an otherwise missing link with the development objective. Even without 
a development objective it needed to be spelled out that the knowledge and skills acquired are to 
be applied for the benefit of their organizations. 

71. In contrast, the objectives of the four track projects do all ref er to application throughout. 
In 1988 both kinds of objective are still set out: 

1. Develqpment objective 

... to assist recipient countries in improving the transport system by having railway track 
through improved maintenance systems and practices, in better working conditions, thus 
assisting all sectors of economy in general and industry ia particular. 

This o'.>jective is of course the same as that for the rolling-stock programmes with the word •track• 
i~d or •rolling stock•. 

2. Immediate objective 

To enable participlJnts to improve their knowledge and skills and to apply their improved 
knowledge ia design and maintenance in relation to their current jobs aad likely future 
responsibilities in railway track. 

To assist the English-speaking African railway administrations to meet their corporate 
strategies in the field of civil engineering. 

72. In 1989 and 1990 the development objective was dropped and the immediate objective 
remained unchanged, with the new title "Project Objective•. For the 1992 programme the project 
objective is further reduced: 

Tiie application of tile sklll1 aad kaowleqe obtalaed bJ tile partlclpaats will lead to 
l•proYal nllwa71 track •alateauce. 

In the view of the evaluation team this is exactly the kind of clear and simple objective which this 
group training programme needs (with due attention to the use of English aad to proof ·reading). 
The objective of its brother programme for rolling stock would benefit greatly from similar clarity 
aad 1implicity. What both objectives allo need is the 1apport of ayumptjog1, i.e. the coadition1 
ia which the objective can be achieved, including tl,e provi1ioa of inputs other thaa training; aad 
jgdjqtot1, 101De mean1 of meuaring the achievement of objective1 or progre11 towards them. 

Aygmptjog1 Hd jgdjcatoq 

73. None of tbe project documents cootaia auumptioa1. It bas b.ecome clear from meetings with 
former participants that the iatrodactioa or improved technical or maaaaerial procedures can be, 
and ortea i1, hampered by the lack of other necessary inputs, namely equipment, materials aad 
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initial finance (required even if cost savings are expected quietly) on the one hand; and on the 
other hand by lack of any relevant corporate objectives or strategy (as assumed to exist in one 
version of the project objectives). or even departm~atal objectives or strategy. or simply by lack 
of commitment from managers more senior than the participants. It would be wise for some such 
assumptions to be included ia project documents ia order to clarify what the training programmes 
on their own can and cannot be expected to achine. 

74.Neither do the project documents contain indicators. The evaluation team is indebted to Mr 
Kelsall, Programme Director of the rolling-stock programme, for the following possible •success 
measurement criteria• as he terms them . 

. Reduction ia staff aumben 

.More flexible working practict'S 
Jmproved vehicle availability 
Jatroduction of improved management techniques 
.Improved quality 
J>11provemeats in financial costs 
Jnuoduction of training 
.The iauoductioa of Change Management practices. 

It should be emphasized that this list is not necessarily exhaustive, nor arc all the indicators always 
going to be applicable to a single railway. They do however constitute clear and useful exampl~s 
of possible indicators. Without doubt a similar list of possible indicators could be developed for 
the track programme. The inclusion of indicators ia project documents would valuably sharpen 
the objectives and help to inhibit the over-expansion of programme content. 

TraipiH objectives aad thejr evolutiop 

75. Training objectives are to be understood as the internal objectives to be achieved by 1111~ nd 
of the programmes themselves; in project language they represent the definition of outpyu. • luc la 
in these and all other purely training projects are the uaiaees themselves. The mMI r.c'~'~'' 
behavioural objectives describe what uainees will be able to do at the cad of the programme Tiii" 
form of words enforces some kind of demonstrable result, which can often be accompae1d b) 

performance standards. The formula can be worked reasonably easily when skills are ia queslma. 
but rather contorted turns of phrase may be needed for knowledge (e.g. •demonstrate tbat tla~) 
have learnt .. •). If there are attitudinal objectives, or simply an intention to open eyes and •idea 
experience, the possibility of expressing verifiable end-of-programme objectives vinuall) 
disappears. Although sud: objectives or· intentions ban their own validity, any seriou• trai•••& 
programme - if it is to be called a training programme at all - needs •will-be-able-to• objecti~e• 
to give it a target for all concerned to work towards, to control the relevance of contcot, and 
provide ·a measure of achievement. The various training objectives expressed in aide-mlmoire 
and project documents covering the eleven programmes under consideration, even ir they do not 
appear with that title, are now examined in this light. 

76. For the first two rolling-stock programmes the aide-mtmoire stated that the objective was 
to •upgrade the participants• theoretical and practical knowledge of rolling stock maintenance and 
repair" and the project document output wu that the participants •will be trained in maintenance 
techniques aad management of railway rolling stock equipment•. It may be noted in passing that 
these two objectives are not consistent with each other. 

77.ln 1986 the aide·m~moire's objectives are expanded: 

"Tbe objectivea of the fir.tt part (iu l.'K) will be for the course participants to have 
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.understood the objectives of railway rolling stock, effective maintenance ud 
repair 

.understood the organization of an effective maintenance and repair system. 

"The second part (in Kenya) ... objectives are 

.to learn the fundamentals of the techniques of the pluning and control of such 
a system of maintenance and repair 

.to learn bow to pass on these techniques to others.• 

These objectives reappear in the project document under •Activities•. The output is unchanged 
from the previous years except for the addition of •as well as in training methodologies in order 
to pass on their knowledge to others.• 

78. There is no change in the 1987 aide-mtmoire except that the order of words in the first 
objective is corrected. The project document output contains a possibly significant change: 
•maintenance techniques and management• becomes •maintenance and techniques of muagement•. 
However the change may only serve to indicate that the word •techniques• is superfluous in both 
cases. 

79Jn 1988 the aide-mtmoire's objectives are still unchanged, which is remarkable in view of the 
addition of •management• in the programme title and the increased emphasis in management in 
the programme content. Meanwhile the project document now refers to •management of 
maintenance techniques for railway rolling stoct•. It is hard to discern a meaning in this phrase; 
it emphasizes the small importance given to the content of project documents for GTPs. 

80. Major changes are introduced in 1989 for the rolling-stock rehabilitation programmes. In the 
aide-mtmoire the objective is: 

• ... to upgrade the professional skills and knowledge ... in a systems approach to be applied 
for the management of railway rolling-stock rehabilitation, including repairs and 
manufacture of spare parts. (The participants) will also be exposed to methods and 
techniques on how t.l impart the acquired knowledge to othen. 

"Irainina objectives 

During Part I ... the participants will study the following:-

(Here follows a list of subjects which constitute content, not objectives.) 

"The objectives of the second part •.. will be to give the participants the opportunity to 
examine an actual rehabilitation situation which will take into account the following 
elements u appropriate:• 

(Here again content follows. "To learn bow to pass OD skills and knowledge learned to 
others• appears at the end of the list.) 

81. la the project document for 1989 the output does not express training objectives; it simply 
says that the participants "will be trained in the Managem~nt of RehabilitatiGn Techniques ... as 
well u to enable them to pass on their knowledge to others.• The •training objectives• given in the 
aide-m~moirc (really content) appear under "Activities•. (As 11oted in the previous section of this 
report the "Immediate Objectives• arc to •upgrade the skills and knowledge ... ;. 
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82. The 1990 aide·mimoire and project documert both contain the training objectives set out 
below. As already noted these also become prqjcct objectives in this case. la the aide·mimoire 
the previous year's objectives reappear more appropriately as .,.raining activities•.3 

At tile cad of tile pl'Oll'Ulmle, tile traiaecs wm m.c aWe te: 

.aaderstaad tile comcept of relaaWUtatioa •• tile adYUtqes wlalcll will remit for 
tile railways of • rellabt!:tadH ,..........e 

.ldeatlfJ tile ..-i•s it .. t of a rellaltllitatioa pngraa•e •d to propose •ell ,.........a relnaat le tllelr ... railways 

·••datakc, 1-.1cmc•t aad dfccti'fflJ ••••e a rellallllitatioa procrua•c 

.dcddc wllctlacr er •et a relaaWlltatioa pnsram•c ls work.altlc or ••t for cslstiq 
rolliaa stock 

.l•part tlaclr bowlcdsc •d skill to otlacrs. 

These objectives are very nearly as they should be. It should be pointed out that ·understand• is 
not a good word to come after •wm be able to•. The participants were after all •able to understand• 
kfm the programme. "Explain• might be better, or in the context of this programme •make a 
presenuation on•. There are also some ambiguities (e.g. the difference between •undertate• and 
"implement•, and tbe meanings of •workable") which would repay attention in any later version, 
but tbe main point is tbat proper training objectives have, for the seventh rolling-stock 
programme, all but been established. What is particularly important is tbat these objectives 
enforce, or ought to enforce, further consideration of the target participants and their 
responsibilities. 

83. The training objectives for tbe track programmes have also undergone substantial evolution 
and have finally emerged in a virtually correct form. For the first two programmes (1988 and 
1989) the objective in the aide-mimoire was •to upgrade the participants' theoretical and practical 
knowledge .. .", and the project document outputs stated that •trainees ... will have by the end of 
the course improved their knowledge and skills in modern techniques of railway civil engineering 
(covering maiateaaace of tracks). Participants will be able to develop learning and teaching skilk 
so that they can disseminate their own learning more widely.• (It is not clear why learpiQI skills 
are mentioned here.) 

84.ln a very unusual development, the report of the evaluation at the end of tbe U.K. part of the 
programme4 states that: 

"Objectives of the [GTP were) discussed with the participants. They could read as follows: 
At the end of the course, participaats will be able to: 

1. design, plaa, implemt!ct, monitor pcrmaaent way maintenance programme 

3the outputs tn the 1990 project doc..ent are •to wrtte a ftnal report •••• to wrtte a report •••• to 
present the report •••• to prepare a tratntng progr-... •. The evaluatton t ... supposn that these have 
been wrttten by the HTO without adequate advtce fn11111100 on the tntended nature of project outputs. kit 
the s-. goes for the •ActMttes• sec:tton. Yet t""' ~ successfully passed the control proadures. 

4conducted by M. Ph. de Moustter. IllRD Branch. IJllIDO. 
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2. more effectively utilize manpower engaged in permanent way 

3. carry oat projects sacla as rehabilitation projects 

4. investigate causes o( derailment and deal with emergeacy situtioas 

S. impart the knowledge gaiaed duriag Ike courses to colleagues and subordinates.• 

These objectives are correctly formulated ud once again dnw attention to the definition o( the 
target participants and their respoasibilities. (Do these training objectives reflect the present or 
future duties of the participants?) A little more precision with words such as •carry oat" and •deal 
with• would be desinble if these respe>asibilities were clearly identified. It was also pointed oat 
to the present evaluation team by former participants in Kenya that tlae second objective is 
inherent in the first. 

8S. The training objectives were not however incorporated into the following year's aide-mlmoire 
or project docnment. Once again they recur ia Ute report o( the evaluation at the end o( the U.K. 
part of the programme, with modifications: 

-Ybe programm: objectives and outputs were to have the participants better able to: 

.Uslp, plu, l•plnant, ... 1tor penaHnt ••J •mateaHce ,....... •• e 

.-ore effectlftl7 utilize ... ,..er naaan •• permueat •• , 

86. These training objectives fiaally make a public appearance in the documents for the 1992 
programme. The aide-mimoire spoils the effect by shying away from •will be able to• and going 
no further than •will be better equipped to•. Even in the objectives quoted in the previous 
paragraph we have •will be kmI able ro•. The ase of •better- allows the possibility that any 
improvement, however small, constitutes achievement o( the objective; ao particular level of 
competence or knowledge is aimed for. la fact the old phrue •to upgrade the skills and 
knowledge• is similarly imprecise. Perhaps by a fortunate accident the 1992 project document 
incorporates the training objectives from the 1989 evaluation report, and thus starts unequivocally 
with •wilJ be able to•. 

Pu,.rammc strqctgre Hd content 

87. The fint two roU:ng-atoclt programmes took place entirely ia the U.IC. and lasted eleven 
weeks. The last four weeks of the third ud fourth programma took place in Kenya; for the 
fourth programmes the U.IC. pbue was Htended to eight weeks. This 8 + 4 pattern was 
maintained for the following programme bat the second phase was keld in Egypi5. 

5The U.K. phue h• always beca held in May aad has thu iacladcd two public holidays, 
which fall oa Mondays. la one year the programme actually started with a public holiday. The 
evaluation team understands the dates of these programmes are restricted by the availability of 
faads but is aot catirely conviaced that the iacideacc of public holidays lau always bcca givca 
due weipt. Two days oat of the forty working days ia eight weeks rcprcseat a five percent 
redactioa in working time. Programmes lane abo bee• scheduled dariag very bot weather ia 
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88.The African phases of the maiateauce and repair rolling-stock programmes we1e used to some 
extent for continued classroom inputs aad for ei:ercises io preseatatioa ud simiw matters whk-h 
oo the face of it need not have bee• transferred to Africa. There was said to be great value io 
conducting some classrooms sessions io African facilities aod in u African atmosphere, and the 
visits to local workshops will certainly have been well exploited. Oo the other band the evaluation 
team feels that these African phases came fully into their owo wbeo they were mostly taken up 
with group project5, as they were with the two rehabilitation programmes in Egypt and Malafti, 
and with the track programmes. 

89-All these five programmes were in m•intelUUICe •IUI "ptlir. The word •m111U1gement• was added 
to the title of the fifth in the series but the programme outline show that little or ao change in 
content went with the claa1tge in title. Even the first programme contains much management-level 
material. IDput titles include: 

Organisation of maintenance schedules 
Workshop control 
Workshop overhaul costs 
Quality assurance systems 
Purchasing of spares and stores organisation 
Accounting methods 
Application of computers. 

It is worth noting that the syllabus of this first programme already included -Yrainiog Methods• 
but this subject seems to have been dealt with in a single morning. Indeed all the theoretical inputs 
were covered in the first four weeks and in so brief a period the trealmeot mast have been rather 
cursory. 

90. Tbe 1987 programme included three sessions in •Personnel Matters• (Selection, Industrial 
Relations and Staff Development) and four days on •Maaagemeot Skills•. these skills are not 
specified in the timetable but may have consisted at least partly of subjects set out in the 1988 
timetable: •Qualities of Leadership•, -Yime Maaagemeat•. •eommanication Skills•, "Developing, 
Counselling and Appraisi;.g of Subordinates•, Rd •Problem Solving and Decision Making•. 

91. By tile 1987 programme the •traioing methods• part of the programme bad been expanded 
to four continuous days under the title •Methods of Instruction/Visual Aids with Eserciscs and 
Feedback•. Four days were similarly devoted to what was now called •rrescntation Techniques• 
in the 1988 ("management•) programme. In 1987 three fartller days were taken up with 
-identifying Training Needs•, •Setting Instructional Objectives• and •stills and Task Analysis•; but 
in 1988 these aspects of training were covered in one day. 

92. It shou!d ~ noted at this point that having evaluated the first (1984) rolling-stock 
programme the then head of UNIDO's Training Branch identified a oeed for programmes of three 
kiods, separatiog out policy-makers and trainers from the maintenance aad repair eogineers. Even 
more detailed differentiation is contained in the UAR's letter to UNJOOof 3 October 1988, which 
sets oat five topics, two of which oa traiDing, to be covered over the five-year period frol'I 1990 
to 1994. (The list does not incidentally mention railway tract.) 

93. In fact quite a number of UNJOO's group traioiag programmes contain a training-of· 
trainers element, on the usumptioa that some kaowledge of training maaagemeat and 
methodology will help dissemination of main subjecu, in other words achieve the multiplier 
effect. As far as is kaowa DO enquiry bas been made in this or other programmes as to •betber 
tile duties of participaall include, or ever will include, formal training. In this reapect it appears 

£aypt and cold weather in tbe U.K. Here again the constraint is said to have been availability of 
funds, but it is certainly Dot desirable if tbe productivity of the programmes is affected. 
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to be an excellent solution to convert •training methodology• i11to •presentation techniques•, a 
much more restricted set of skills useful not osly for training but also for the non-training 
activities in which participants are much more likely to be involved. 

94. The 1989 rolling-stock programme was the first on •Management of Rehabilitation• and the 
technical content was consequently quite different from the previous years'. This content does 
seem to reflect uncertainty as lo programme objectives. There are potenliall)· three foci: economic 
or financial feasibility, technical feasibility, and implementation of rehabilitation. The possible 
financial advantages of rehabilitation in the sense of life-extension are explained in the first 
weeks of the programme but participants are not trained in the assessment techniques. It was 
pointed out to the evaluation team that major rehabilitation programmes are assessed by donors 
and lenders or their consultants; but also that railways are faced with the question whether to 
rehabilitate (extend life) or not on a continuous basis and should have in-house capacity to come 
to properly argued decisions. 

95. In both the 1989 and 1990 rehabilitation programmes the group project work which 
formed the main activity of the African phase and the culmination of the whole programme 
comprised a technical study of certain rolling stock with the aim of deciding whether 
rehabilitation was feasible. The studies certainly took account of various exterual factors such as 
the availability of original spare parts and of local manuiacturing facililies; they were also 
expected to indicate implementation and subsequent running costs, at least broadly. They did not, 
and could not, go as far as recommending whether these costs represented a better or worse 
solution that other courses of action. 

96. Previous inputs in the U .K. phase of the programmes dealt to a great extent with 
implementation aspects: contract requirements, resource planning, materials handling and storage, 
for example, which could equally well form part of production management programmes. A 
number of highly specific technical matters were also conred: welding techniques, selection and 
use of plastics, effective use of .idhesives. Extension of participants' knowledge on these areas 
would undoubtedly improve th~ quality and thoroughness of technical assessments. 

97. The rehabilitation programmes continued the practice of giving considerabie time to 
•presentation techniques• and •management skiJJs•. While these subjects certainly have their own 
value they appear to the evaluation team to be further distant from the central subject of 
rehabili1111ion of rolling stock than they are from the central subjects of the earlier 
maintcnaace and repair programmes, and it seems doubtful that a course designed ex novo 
would have included them, or at least ginn them so prominent a position. 

98. Participaat.s in the rolling-stock programmes were required to uadertake igdjyjdgal project 
.!fSlll. The objectives were of two kinds. Fintly the participants learned bow to collect 
inforraation, assemble it into a report, and then to present the report to a meeting of fellow 
part~cipants, directing staff, and visitors (such as senior railway officials). Secondly, if all went 
well, they obtained technical solutions to particular problems which were causing difficulty in 
their work at home. Each participant required bis own individual programme of visits, usually to 
factories and workshops, and the organisation of these programmes thus constituted a very large 
volume of work for the programme staff. 

99.This individual project work has been always been included with some unease, if not actual 
controversy. While the first objectives • report writing and presentation • arc valaable techniques, 
!besc ar~ not the central subject of the programme; nor is the technical solatior; to a particular 
problem. (The participants are attending a management programme.) Tbe first objective in itself 
leads to increased auentioc daring the programme to preseatatioa techniques. The whole exercise 
may well absorb tbe interest and time of the participants to the detriment of tJaeir attentioa to the 
main subject matter. 
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100. Arguments in favour of these technical individual projects are all the same quite strong, 
and based in the real wor!d. This real world is in fact full of the problems which participants are 
very anxious to solve, but in their own countries they lack sources of information and advice; in 
the U.K. they take a once-only opportunity by going directly, for example, to the manufacturer 
of brake blocks or air-conditioning compressors, or by examining procedures and documentation 
ia maintenance workshops. Secondly, although the participants are engineers often with important 
organisational or managerial responsibilities, in their home countries they are not backed up by 
the range of well-qualified te~hnicians which would normally be available in an industrialised 
country. The engineers, managers though they may be, simply have to have and make use of 
technical expertise in many fields and sometimes relatively basic fields. It is for these reasons that 
the individual project bas continued to form part even of the rehabilitation programmes, which 
have even been extended to accommodate them. There is in fact such pressure for these individual 
enquiries that it would be unwise to ignore it, whatever the main objectives may be. 

101. The rolling-stock programmes thus contain a good deal of material which could come 
under the heading of •personal development•. The PER/GT forms mate it clear that these 
elements .ue thought by the HTO to be of the highest importance: the answer to the question 
whether the training objectives have been achieved is given only in terms of team· leadership and 
such like qualities. It is not possible to quarrel with the value of these qualities, nor indeed, in the 
absence of a clearer specification, with their inclusion in the programme as subjects of study. lo 
fact these subjects round out the programme design and make it excellently complete and 
balanced. 

102. It still must be asked whether this kind of programme, giving so much attention to tbe 
personal development of the participants, was in fact intended in the first place. How much of 
th:S programme could have been run in Africa, either at railway or at general training institutions 
? Does the programme represent correct use of development assistance ? lo the absence of the 
original needs assessment it is aeither possible to answer these questions nor to take issue with the 
programme content. 

Structure apd contept: tract progammes 

103. The organisers of the first track programme in 1988 adopted the 8 + 4 structure which bad 
been used for the rolling-stock programme the previous year; all four tract programmes have 
maintained this structure, the eight-week U.IC. phase being held at the British Rail Civil 
Engineering College, Watford, and the four-week African phase twice in Kenya and once each 
in Egypt and Malaji. It should be recalled that up to that time both HTOs bad very close 
relationships with British Rail, and thus with each other, and some of the rolling-stock programme 
staff were involved in developing the track programme. 

104.While there were unquestionable benefits in mating use of experience with the rolling-stock 
programmes in this way, and the 8 + 4 structure bas ia the event worked as well for the track 
programmes, the fact remains that the structure was not derived from analysis of training 
requirements. 

10.S.Dcspite the similarity in structure the style and content of the track programmes is markedl) 
different from the rolling-stock programmes: there is a great deal more attention to technical 
matters, and less to personal development or training subjects. To judge from session titles in the 
timetables, m1ay technical components comprise fairly down-to-earth and buic engineering 
material (for example "Track construction and geometry•, •curve, cant and speed", •Continuous 
Welded Rail - The Practice of Stressing") and management aspects appear comparatively neglected. 
The sessions on •Manual Maintenance of Jointed Track" and •Requirements for Mecbaaised 
Maiate:11uc:e" may however have had a management angle. la this connection it is worth noting 
that the 1990 timetable is headed •Management of Maintenance and Repair of Railway Track" 
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whereas the subsequent timetable, for 1992 is headed simply •Maintenance and Repair of Railway 
Tract•. 

106. This is n.Jt to say that management was entirely neglected, nor was there any marted 
difference in the 1992 content despite the absence of •management• in the title. Session titles 
include: •Maintenance planning•, •eost Benefit Analysis•, -Yhe Role of the Permanent Way 
Maintenance Engineer• and •Recruitment and Selection of Staf r. A session on •Estimates, Finance 
and Budgets• in the 1990 programme was not repeated in 1992. 

107.Similarly aspects of training were also dealt with, although there seem to have been only three 
ioput sessions. The best part of two days were devoted to individual lesson preparation, 
presentation and review. The following week another day and a half was taken up with 
preparation of individual course reports and presentation of these reports to the UNIDO 
representative conducting the mid-term review. 

108.As in the rolling-stock programmes, an important feature of these track programmes was the 
long attachments to Permanent Way engineers in various parts of the United Kingdom. The 
African phase was almost entirely used for group projects - planning the repa;~ and upgrading 
of a stretch of some 50-60 tms of railway line. (The background information oa these 
programmes indicates that there are •three sections• in Africa, of which the first was the group 
project, the second concerned training skills, and the third •practical man management stills, 
communication stills, techniques for self-development and interpersonal stilts.• The timetables 
seem to cover the training stills in the U.K., and there are apparently no inputs on the Section 3 
matters. The various skills will of course have necessarily have been developed during the fairly 
stressful project work.) 

109.Although the programmes are loosely called "tract•, one part of each of them dealt with 
bridges and structures. This area of work was done in a period of four continuous days. The 
evaluation team is not convinced that this was an entirely satisfactory feature of the programme 
design. Some participants had no responsibilities for bridges and structures, and those that did 
found the coverage inadequate. It does not seem to have been thought out clearly what the 
participants would have learnt during their civil engineering courses at university, nor whether 
the inputs should be technical or managerial. This is not to say that there is not an important 
subject here for study by African or any other railway engineer. There are for instance 
sophisticated techniques of stress and fatigue measurement; and the implications of train speed 
and weight increases for the integrity of bridges need very cardul calculation. 

Eyalgatjog desjcp 

110.The project documents for the first three rolling-stock programmes provide for mid-term and 
ead-of-progritmme evaluations in accordance with normal UNIDO procedures. From 1987 
additional funds are budgeted for an ODA evaluator to join the end-of-programme evaluation in 
Kenya, Egypt and Malawi. It is mentioned in the •Note for Participants" that the President of the 
Union of African Railways "will undertake a mid-term review in the U.K:. The project 
documents for 1989 and 1990 mention that the "group training self-evaluation report• (PER/GT) 
will be completed. 

111. An unusual feature of the evaluation plans is the provision id the 1989 budget for a 
follow· up mission by the programme director and a UAR representative. This was to cost .£25,000 
($44.575), over 11% of the total budget for the programme. As far as the evaluatioD team ia aware 
this follow-up miuioa did not take place. The 1990 project dot11ment also mentioaa that "the 
programme organizer will subsequently visit the participants in th~tr own countries to follow up 
tbe progress of their activitiea in the field of rehabilitation: On tbii. occaaion the budget makea 
DO financial proviaioa for such a miuioa. 
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112.Mo special re-design of the evaluation sequence seems to hne been thought desirable to take 
account of the two-country structure of the rolling-stock programmes from 19E6 onwards. In the 
case of the track programmes, on the other hand, three evaluation missions were budgeted for 
1988 and 1989, but these were cut back to two missions in 1990 and 1992. The three-mission series 
was to comprise a mid-term evaluation during the U .K. phase, and end-of-programme evaluations 
(complete with questionnaires, as far as is understood) at the end of both the U.K. and the Africa 
phases. It is not made clear which of the two U.K. missions is dropped when the series is reduced 
to two. 

113.The evaluation for these programmes was in fact largely designed in accordance with the 
normal UNJDO practice which has been well proven over a great many GTPs. Whether it is time 
for this practice and its cost-effectiveness to be reviewed in gene!'al is beyond the scope of this 
evaluation. Similarly the uneasy relationship between the narrative end-of-programme evaluation 
repon and the PER/GT remains to be clarified. 

114.Evaluation as carried out, and the use made of evaluation report, are considered funher in 
Chapter 4, 'Implementation'. 

Documentation: "Aide-memoire" and "Note for Participants" 

US.Io a document prepared for the evaluation team one of the HTOs took the view that "the 
provision of [GTPs] would be improved if some of [UNIDO's) 5ervice were provided: 

.Earlier 

.With greater accuracy and reliability 

.With a greater degree of co-ordination 

.In a more business-like fashion 

.With greater effectiveness" 

It is mainly implementation in question here - timely distribution of documents and tickets to 
participants, budgetary clearance, and so on - but at the design stage the aide-mimoire and the 
"Note for Participants" cannot altogether escape this forthright criticism. 

116. As mentioned earlier in this report (and indeed in other reports on GTPs) the aide-mimoire 
is really a programme prospectus. Its present title, appearance and content are highly inappropriate 
for the functions of a programme prospectus, ~'Id it is high time for a radical review of this 
document. Apart from their generall) unsat; . .1ctory nature, which is common to all of these 
documents, the aide-mimoire for these ser .. of programmes suffer from undue haste in their 
preparation, and coul(t well have done with better proof- reading and closer attention to the 
correct use of English. This comment may be thought unduly fussy, but it must surely diminish 
the public reputation of a major international organization if it issues ill-prepared documents for 
wide circulation. This matte; will be become more important in an increasingly competitive world. 
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CHAPTER 4 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Se(ectiO! of partfdppf j 

117. For both series of programmes, 1-e participants were selected on the basis of nominations 
made by their respective railways. Each railway was requested by UNIDO to nominate five 
participants with relevant background and skills. These nominations were then forwarded to 
UNIDO, upon which anywhere from one to three participants per each railway were selected, 
depending on the relevance oi their background and skills, as well as on other factors such as the 
number of good nominations from other railways. With only a few exceptions, the calibre of 
participants was very good. There wasn't much variance in their background and experience, 
which facilitated homogeneity. However, this resulted in a situation •hereby the participants had 
widely varying levels of responsibility, as a result of the vast differences in the sizes of their 
railways. for instance, while the participants from Egyptian railways we~ found to be low level 
engineers, the participants from Malawi railways, with equivalent background and experience, 
were towards top level management. 

118. For participants from Arabic-speaking countries, certificates attesting to their knowledge 
of English were requested. However, even when such certificates were provided, it always turned 
out that the participants' command of English was poor. This is an old recurrent problem. 

The trainin1 proc;rammes 

119. Without doubt both series of programmes were orgnaised and conducted in an extremely 
thorough and professional a.aaner. With very few exceptions, classroom presentations were at the 
correct level, well prepared and skilfully conducted; such exceptions as there were came from 
visiting speakers probably inexperienced in such work, or when the interests or professional level 
in the group were toe diverse. Subject matter was well articulated and paced. The learning 
techniques were varied, and increasing emphasis was placed on active participation by members 
of the group as each programme went along. The experience of each programme and the opinions 
of the participants were taken into account when the following programme came to be prepared. 
Although the elements which were known to work •ell and to meet a good response were 
obviously repeated from year to year, the have been re-worked, rather than automatically 
repeated, each year. 

120. A major and important part of each programme comprised attachments to maintenance 
workshops or permanent was engineering sites. participants were usually in pairs, or slightly larger 
groups, so that a great deal or preparatory work wu always necessary. This was undertaken with 
great care. There are bound to be occasions when participants for one reason or another, techical 
or personal, do not get on well during attachments but the evaluation team bas no doubt that 
preparations wre u thorough as possible. As one programme &Ucceeded another the preparatory 
process becamse easier, a HTOs and the units of BR aod BREL concerned became more f,.miliar 
with requirements and necessary preparations, but such familiarity never reduced the need for 
meticulously detailed arrangements. 

121. Group study visits to workshops and to manufacturers similarly benefited from a learning 
prC'Ce55 from year to year. For the few first rolling-stock programmes it seems that host 
organisations fielded insufficently senior or qualified engineers to deal with participants' interests, 
but quickly came to realise that they were dealing with visitors with high prof essioaal 
qualifications and relevant experience. All group 1tudy visits, of course, suffer from the fact that 
not all niemben of the group are equally interested in the visit, and often not all of them can see 
or hear what is being explained; but despite these limitations such visits generally bring contingent 
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benefits - general interest and satisfaction at seeing a manufacturing process, control procedure 
or workshop layout. 

122. As explained in the 'Design and Documentation' chapter of this report individual projects 
played a prominent role in the rolling-stock programmes. Here again the programme staff took 
endless pains to :..~t up the programme of visits which almost each participant needed separately. 
The participants were thus able to pursue their enquiries very thoroughly and generally did so 
with enthusiasm and good results, especially when the subject of a project was a specific technical 
problem brought from home. The project reports formed the inputs for the presentations which 
were made towards the end of the programmes, and thus provided high motivation for the sessions 
on 'presentation techniques'. However the evaluation team shares the doubts about this aspect of 
the programmes which have been expressed by the HTO itself and by others concerned: the 
projects were not generally related to the central theme of the programme and distracted 
participants' attention to this theme. This question can be properly resolved only in the context 
of a much tighter definition of the objectives of the programmes. Until such a definition is 
forthcoming there is no way out of the dilemma. 

123. It needs to be recorded that the staff of the HTOs took an extraordinary amount of trouble 
to look after the members of their groups in respect of personal and administrative matters, 
starting with meeting them on arrival at one or other airport in the United Kingdom aad assisting 
them through immigration controls6. Much time and attention is given to creating a friendly 
atmosphere. 

Administration Logistics and Q.ocumep15 Distribution 

124. Administration logistics and documents distribution can be divided into two, i.e. thOK 1ha1 
are UNIDO's responsibility, and those that are the responsibility of the HTOs. 

125. UNIDO is responsible for initiating each programme by submitting the project donmHI 
to the ODA through the UK mission to UNIDO and requesting approval of funds, in good timt. 
In most cases however, the funds are secured only at the last moment, invariable due 10 delay ia 
submission of the project document. This delay has often disrupted planning and logistics of &lac 
programme in the early stages. 

126. Simultaneous with the request for funds, UNIDO also requests for nomiaatioe• for 
participants through the Res. Rep/UCO, who then either aend the request directly to tile relnaat 
Railway, or through some Government Ministry, usually the Ministry of Industry or tbe Miaistry 
of Transport. This is a very slow procets often requiring montias. When the nominations laave 
been received by UNIDO, tbe selection is done at UNIOO HO with the participation of the 
Training Director of the concerned HTO. The selected participants are then informed tbrougll 
the same channels. Quite often, the participants get to know that they have been selected only a 
few days before they have to leave. 

127. The flight tickets are issued by the HTOs, upon receiving confirmation from UNJOO that 
the funds have been secured. Since the funds are almost always secured at the last moment, the 
ticket& are also equally delayed. This has often resulted ia participants arriving up to a week lr.ter 

6sriti1h immigration officials have apparently been making increasingly detailed and lengthy 
enquiries of persons arriving from developing countries. It bu not helped the situation that a 
au.mber of forged, or fraudulently obtained, documents, such as acceptances at universities, have 
been presented. For the benefit of individual fellows going to U.K. and of participants in any 
future group training programmes UNIDO might make enquiries from the Briti1h Council, which 
bandies the vast majority of arrival• for study purposes, and from the Home Office, u to the best 
method of usuring a quick welcome rather than a long interrogation. 
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in the worst cases. It is the feeling of the evaluation team that the support services provided by 
UNIDO could indeed be provided earlier, with greater accuracy and reliability, w:•b a greater 
degree of co-ordination, as well as greater effectiveness. 

128. The HTOs arc respowblc for documentation directly related to the content of the 
programme. Every effort is made by the Programme and Administration Directors to prepare 
clear, accurate, reliable documents, which are continually up-dated in the light of experience and 
feedback from participants, the UAR and all interested parties. 

129. The day to day administration of the programmes is carried out with utmost precision by the 
HTO's. Arranging the participants attachments to other institutions seems to be the most difficult 
task for the HTO's. 

130. There does not seem to be any consideration given to the weather when scheduling the 
programmes. The UK portions of the programmes commence whcr. temperatures are still very 
low, and the african portions, particularly those held in Egypt arc held during extreme 
temperatures. 

131. The participants were satisfied with all accommodation arrang:ments. 

132. Many participants strongly recommended that the excess baggage issue should be clarified 
once and for all. It appears that the participants are given an allowance for execs.! baggage only 
for one sector of their homeward bound flights from England. They therefore face eii:cess baggage 
problems on their way home after their stay for the four-week part of the programmes in another 
African country. 

133. The evaluation team found out that there was no health insurance for the participants while 
they are attending the programmes, and wonders whether coverage through Van Breda cannot be 
arranged. 

Responsibilities of UNIDO and the HTO's 
The Absepce of Contracts 

134.UNIDO's responsibilities sees to have been reduced to the following:-

Requesting approval for funds from ODA. 

Sending out invitation letters and aide-memoire. 

Taking part in the selection of participants. 

Undertaking mid-term and end evaluations. 

135. UNIDO was not involved in the preparation o~ the programme content, the day to day 
running of the programmes, nor is UNIDO involved in the administration and logistics of the 
African part of the programmes, which is left entirely to the HTOs. 

136. The foregoing is quite surprising since, as the evaluation team learnt, there is no formal 
contract between UNIDO and the HTOs. 

137. As the HTOs are in fact in the position of sub-contractors, a contract between UNIDO and 
the HTOs would serve to clarify exactly what each party is responsible for. 

138.The HTOs have aasumed the responsibility of issuing the flight tickets. 
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139.Therefore, UNIDO bas handed over an awful lot of responsibilities to the HTOs, who are 
quite happy to take them on. The evaluation team wonders whether UNIDO should so much 
absoln itself of responsibility to the point of being marginalised. 

Mogitoria& pd evalution 

140.The rolling-stock programmes all seem to have undergone mid-term-reviews ud end-of
programme evaluations in the normal way7• The mid-term reviews took place about half way 
through the •J .K. part of two-country programmes, although sometimes later thu desirable if the 
results were to hue an impact on the remaining portion of the U.K. part. A representative of the 
ODA generally took part in this mid-term review, ud on one occasion the President of the UAR 
also took part. Not all reports are available, but the evaluation team is satisfied that enough have 
been examined for present purposes. 

141. In regard to the track programmes, as noted in Chapter 3, the budgets provided for three 
monitoring and evaluation missions for each of the 1988 ud 1989 programmes, and two for each 
of the 1990 and 1992 programmes. In the absence of complete sets of reports it is not clear 
whether the first two programmes were in fact reviewed and evaluated three times by UNIDO 
staff. Reports are however available on evaluations carried out at the end of the U.K. parts of the 
1989, 1990 and 1992 programmes, and on those carried out at the end of the programmes in Kenya 
in 1988 and Egypt in 1990. It is mentioned in one of these reports that no end-of-programme 
evaluation was undertaken in Kenya in 1989. 

3. Various points concerning the evaluation system, rather than the content of the reports 
themselves, are now considered. 

~ Mjd-tenp or cpd-of-UK? As noted in Chapter 3 of this report it was in the course of the 
U .K. evaluation of the 1989 track programme that training objectives first emerged, in discussion 
between the participants and the UNIDO official concerned, M. de Moustier. In the same 
discussion M. de Moustier obtained estimates from the participants of the numbers of colleagues 
they thought would benefit from a similar programme. This -Yraining Needs Assessment•, as he 
calls it, was repeated the following year on the equivalent occasion. While it is remarkable and 
productive to make use of these missions to establish training needs and the possible numbers of 
future participants it is clear that the need to do so only existed at this stage because preparations 
in advance of the programmes were incomplete. 

143.The use of the evaluation missions for these valuable purposes does not jastif y them. It should 
still be reconsidered whether the first part of a two- country programme should be evaluated as 
if it were a discrete programme, especially at the cost of eliminating the mid-term review. In the 
case of the programmes under con1ideration the second parts are after still conducted by the same 
1taff of the same HTO, and there appear& to be a good case for having a single end-of-programme 
evaluation covering the whole. On the other hand, the mid-term review of GTPs by all accounts 
incorporates an excellent opportunity for a neutral visitor to improve and iatensif y communication 
and mutual under1tanding between participa11ts and programme staff, as well as to deal with 
immediate administrative matters, oul5ide the purview of the HTO, on the spot. 

144.While a mid-term review certainly bas the purpose of identifying issues for immediate 
resolution or application during the same programme, it seems to be an open question whether the 
review bas, or 1bould have, the purpose of idcntif ying and recording points which can only be 

7Tht. mid-term review of six of the seven rolling-stock programme1 wu undertaken on behalf 
of UNIDO Engineering Industrie1 Branch by Mr G. Kopolo, who bu now moved to the 
Evaluation Staff and i1 a member of the present evaluation tellm. Mr Kopolo being an informant 
in re1pect of these review,, the whole of this section on 'Monitoring and evaluation' is the 
responsibility of tbe other member of the evaluation team (Mr Manton). 
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taken into account for future programmes ia the same series, l\r for GTPs oa other subjects. If it 
does have such a purpose, the procedure for easariag tlaat recomacaclatioas are taken into 
coasideratioa (and accepted or rejected) probably needs a greater degree of formalisation within 
UNIDO; but this applies to the GTP evaluation system as a whole. 

~ Follow-pp of eva)gatis>as. Tlae various reports oa a programme, mid-term review, ead
of-prognmme evalaatioa, and PER/GT. are ao doubt written coascieatioasly aad may be read 
by a number of other officiak. But who arc the reports addressed to ? Who is responsible for 
seeing that points raisri are given the coasideratiou due to tlacm? To take aa euaple, the end
of-programme evaluatioa1 of the 1987 rolling-stock programme states: 

"The participants were ..• split on the degree of specialization. To explore this split further, 
a training content questionnaire was designed and administered .•. It became dear that half 
of tbz participants wanted more wort in the shop, learning actual maiateaaace and repair 
techniques, while the other half felt they had already acquired those stills during training 
and appreaticeslaip. aad wanted ia the current venue to dudy muagemeat stills. The 
course is actually addressed to the second group. It will be beneficial to uplore this 
further during the 1988 selection meeting in Vieau: 

The 1988 programme was ia fact modified to give more empbuis to management, and this word 
wa.~ included in the title, but it is aot at all clear that the extremely important question of the .uJi1 
ia upectations and requirements was adequately tackled, or indeed that it llas been tackled since 
then. This matter is taken up ia Chapter 6, 'Conclusions'. 

146. Another example emerges from a series of PER/GTs and concerns one of the HTOs. Ia 
a comment oa the instruction, tbe HTO states: 

•A number of speakers ... did not relate sufficiently the material being taught to the 
African situation: 

Ia the following year, euctly the same comment is made, and one cu only wonder if tbe question 
was properly addressed. Ia the third PER/GT in this seria the comment ia the same place is: 

9Because o( the wide varying co11ditioas ia Africa it was Dot possible to relate the material 
to all African situations." 

This seems to be an act of surrender. An alternative approach to the subjects ia question should 
surely have been attempted by the HTO from the previous year; and the implications for the 
whole concept of the programme should have been closely uamiaed by UNIDO - ud should be 
examined in respect of uy future programme. 

147. Remarks oa PER/GTs by the Evaluation Staff do Dot always achieve responses. For example 
in one year they write iuter alia "The HTO, however, slaoald provide a urrative assessment of 
training results achieved•; and in the aest year "Same comments as last year apply. Please see copy 
attached: But ia the same report the HTO'a Senior Training Coualtut ref en to bis membership 
of a UNIDO working group oa the evaluation of GTPs u well as IHRD policies aad strategiea. 
•It would be nice", be writes, •to sec &0me of the changes recommended ia these documents being 
incorporated into both this document aad the UNIDO programme.• 

148. Oa another PER/GT the Evaluation Staff comment is that "The PER/GT raiaes several 
points which require a welI considered reaction from UNIDO." That is the cad of the matter for 
tbe Evaluation Staff. 

1by Gael Williams, UNIDO lnduatrial Training Branch 
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m Egd-of-progomme evaluation Hd PER/GT. Olle of the PER/GTs enmined by the 
evaluation team refers, in aaswer to certain questions, to the end-of-programme evaluation report, 
which is attached. This practice illuminates the appareot overlap between the two reports and the 
need for the two to be better coordinated. 

!SIL The co1dgct of reviews pd evalutioas pd the stn1cture pd contept of reports. The 
PER/GT is of course highly structured, and a standard questionnaire is completed by participants 
in the course of end-of-programme evaluatioas. Apart Crom these documents UNIDO has not, as 
Car as the evaluation team is aware, established standard practices or report structures for reviews 
and evaluatioDS of GTPs. There is, admittedly, some similarity in structure between one report 
and the ae:st in tbe series dealing with these programmes, but this seems to be the result of 
common practice, and perhaps a natural tendency to follow last year's format. Common practice 
might i1 (act coincide with best practice, but it might well help to secure useful and 
comprehensive reports if this practice were set out and promulgated as a standard guide. 
Improvement or coDSOlidation of the quality of reports shou!d of course go together with similar 
attention to the follow-up procedure. 

151. A more schematic form of evaluatio1 is all the more necessary because a series of 
programmes is often evaluated by different UNIDO officials Crom year to year. M. de Moustier's 
regular attention to the railway track programmes, and Mr Kopolo's to the rolling-stock 
programmes, are highly desirable, especially in the absence of a backstopping officer specialised 
in railway engineering, but such regularity cannot always be attained. 

ll2.. Evaluatjop IS a •maaacemept exercjg•. The Programme Director of the rolling-stock 
programmes reports a novel approach to and use of mid-term reviews and evaluations for the 
purposes of the programme. 

•ft is ... essential that the programme and Administrative Directors effectively prepare the 
participants for both formal evaluation sessions. This is undertaken by developing 
participant motivation, creating open discussion, building personal confidence, and 
creating an understanding of the purpose and importance of both evaluation events. 

•Both events are used as Maaagement Exercises where participants can utilise many of the 
skills learned on the programme e.g.: 

.Presentation Skills 

.Evaluation Techniques 

.Ma1agi1g your Boss and Team Members Effectively 

.Meeting Skills 

.Team Working 

.fact findi1g 

.Problem Identification/ Assessment 

.Penoaal Learning Needs Identification 

.Quality Appraisal 

.Objective Measurement 

.Communicatioa 

.liter-personal Skills Application.9• 

It might be questioned whether tbe review or evaluation 1e11ion1 1till have a good cbaoce of open 
and unaclfcoascious implementation if they are converted i1to well·prepared •management 
exerciacs". 

'The components of •management• in the context of these programmes hu been discussed 
above. Has there ever been an express intention to develop these skills ? 
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153.0ae reason given for •preparing• the participants is that they are •generically frightened• of 
such formal procedures. Tile Programme Director adds that •the evaluating officers require to 
have a well disciplined, well organised approach in order to 'break dowa psychological barriers' 
and to ensure that participants are encouraged to de most of the talting!!9 Evaluating officers will 
not dispute the need for a well disciplined, well orguised approach, all the more necessary if they 
are not themselves to become •generically f rigbtened• by the exercise of twelve management skills. 
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CHAPTERS 

RESULTS 

Participants• 1egpisitioa of skilk yd kaow1e4ae. 

154. In general, the p.1.rticipants acquisition of stills and taowledge was very good. Most 
participants were able to learn some new still or acqaire aew kaowledge. which was immediately 
asef ul at a personal level 

lSS. Although all participaats recognize the uscf alaess of exposure to advanced technology and 
strongly recommend it. there was some criticism by Kenyan participants of the technical relevance 
of the track programme. Tile participants stated that tlaere was very little ase if any. of the 
mechanized maintenance methods used ia tile UK. where they uve high speed trains runniag oa 
contiaucus welded rails. both of which coaditioas are aoa-existeat oa ftfrican railways. 
Furthermore. the track page ia the UK is differeat from that of most African railways, thereby 
requiring somewhat differeat maiateDaDce techniques. The participants suggested tuadcrtakiag 
the programmes in a more appropriate place where tJaere is a wide variety of railways including 
tJaose that are similar to African railway systems. However. when goiag tJarough the training 
objectives the participants very firmly said the first and main objective (i.e.design. plan. 
implement, monitor permanent way maiatenaace programme) wu achieved. 

1S6. There has been a variety of specific knowledge and skilk acquired through individual 
projects in the rolling stock programme. These projects seem to respond to urgent problems that 
the participants have either discussed with their supervisors aad brought with them, or personally 
proposed upoa arrival ia the UK. based oa their day to day maiateaance reqairemcats aad 
problems. However. the evaluation team wonders u to whether this was the purpose of the 
programmes, especially the programmes related to rehabilitatioa, which is a very specific subject. 

1S7. Further benefits, apart from uposare to new technology, iadade exposure to higher 
working standards including punctuality aad clean workshops. Some participants have tried to 
adopt these practices. This was confirmed by their supervisors. Participants also found 
discussions with railway men from other couatries ia Africa very encouraging. Very often, a 
participant suggested a good solution to a problem that had confounded another participant for 
a loag time. 

1S8. Presentation tecbaiques that are part of tbc content of both programmes were found to be 
very popular. For most participants, it was the first opportunity they had to learn to make a 
presentation. All participants stated that this ncersice had made them more confident ia making 
presentatioas and ia communicating with otber professioaals ia general. 

Another benefit which deserves meatioa is the opportunity to visit the maaafacturera of 
the components that the participants use oa a daily basis. During such visits, the participants have 
often discaued problems encountered with specific compoacnta aad come up with solatioas tbat 
facilitate better ase of the components. 

159. The trouble with the foregoing is that the benefits, although quite useful, arc very 
dispersed. 

Impact; Appljcatjop of akilla 11d kaowlcdac acgpircd: 
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160. Despite many positive iadiridaal cases, the impad oa the railways themselves laas been 
rather weak. They may have been positive resales in improved workiag studarcls aad attitudes, 
which are howc. ;rer not identifiable or measurable. 

161. The reasons contribatiag to this situatioa are as follows: 

a) Sia of the railwan yd QHiational posjtioa of the partitjpagts: For iutaace, 
as has been stated before, whereas a pAl'licipaat from Egyptiaa Natioaal Railways (wlaiclt 
is a huge organization with a ratlaer cuabersome structure) may be immersed somewhere 
;:t the middle of the orgaaizatioaal stndure, a participant of the same calibre from 
Malawi Railways, which is a very small organization, may be towards top managemenL 
Therefore, the Egyptian participant would have a much greater task in tryiag to convince 
management to introduce his ideas than would the Malawian participant. 

b) The lack of rqourqs: Most or the railways are so cash starved tbt they cannot 
iatrodace the simplest ideas put forward by the participants. The enlution team came 
across several cases where an enthusiastic former participaat managed to coavince his 
supervisor to iatroduce a certain tedaaology wbiclt lie had learnt while oa the programme. 
HGwever, because of the iaitial investment required, however small, the plan was shelved 
~or lact of funds. 

c) Lack of supervisors interest. la many cases, the participants are highly motivated 
and would like to introdu« some improvements, but cannot get the interest of the 
supervisor. In certain cases, the evaluation team found it regrettable that some 
participants were subordinate to supervisors who were not even aware of the potential of 
their subordinates. 

d) The lack of activities !Oing on ia the participants railways. The evaluation team 
wonders if it is iafact foreseen that the participants will ever bave to do the kind of 
rehabilitation assessment they did as group projects in Egypt and Malawi. 

162. There however has been some coincidental application of skills and knowledge acquired. 
For instance, a participant on the track programme from T AZARA happened to return at the time 
T AZARA decided to utilize mechanized maintenance machines that had been procured earlier but 
were never put into operation. The engineers sent to T AZARA by the supplier of the machines 
were delighted to arrive at about the same time as the participant, who was immediately put in 
charge of tbe local technician's as well as the labour force. The participant managed to complete 
the preparation of the track (using his newly acquired knowledge) for the introduction of 
mechanized maintenance to the satisfaction of his supervisors as well as the supplier of the 
equipment. Another example is that of a participant from Tanzania Railways Corporation who 
returned right in the middle of a major rehabilitation programme involving 1000 wagons. He was 
immediately put in charge of the programme until its completion. Planas are afoot in TRC to 
rehabilitate 11 shaating locomotives under an ODA funded project. There are other in~tances of 
such examplts, in countries which were not visited by the evaluation team (e.g. the World Bank 
f uaded rehabilitation programme for Ghana Railways, and the ODA f uaded programme for Sudan 
Railways). 

163. Further isolated esamples of the impact of the programmes include the following:· 

Introduction of systematic maintenance procedures for air conditioning unita in 
the central zone workshops of ENR. This resulted in a drastic reduction of the 
failure rate. 

Introduction of rewinding of traction motors, which is underway at the Kenya 
Railways workshops in Nairobi. 
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lab'Odactioa of QC ia T AZARA •orksltops 

Acquisitioa of special purpose madaiaes for wlacel profilliag in T AZARA 

Repair of t1ae less soplaisticatcd PCBs (prerioosly scat for repair to South Africa 
or tile UK) at lite Malawi Railways WOl'blaops at Limbe 

Use of lite stills ud taowleclge acqaired from tile tnct programme by two 
fonner participaats f l'OID ENR ~ facilitate apgracliag of a total of about SO km of 
tnck ia two separate divisioas. 

Setting ap of accideat investigation committee in T AZARA 

All of tllese were as a direct result of the effort of former participuts. 

Tp•ppissiop of tgowkd&t pd stills acgpjred 

164. The trusmissioa of stills and knowledge acqaired llas so far been very limited. A former 
participant frou Egyptian National Railways uses bis notes from the tract programme when 
ll'aining other eagineers ud technicians at Wadara (the uaiaing school of Egyptian National 
Railways). This particular participut was already a tniner before attending the programme. 

165. Similarly, a former participant from Keaya on the rolliag stock programme, who also 
lectured many times at the Kenya Railways Training Centre before attending the programme, now 
uses the notes and knowledge acquired from the rolling stock programme, daring bis lectures. 

166. There were oaly very few other cases of uaasmissioa of stills and knowledge. These are 
mainly cases where a former participant has assisted a colleague (who bas not beea oa aay of the 
programmes) to solve a problem, thereby imparting some of the newly acquired stills in a limited 
manner. 

Condjtjon for success 

167. As bas beea discussed before, the most ideal situation would have been to base the design 
and coateat of the programmes, oa the actual aeecls of the different African railways. Some 
railways may for instance be in great need of rehabilitating their rolling stock or upgrading their 
uact while others may simply need to maintain the equipment they have. While a programme oa 
reb.abilitatioa may be ideal for the former groups, it will have little or ao impact oa the latter. 
Unfortunately, the evaluation team found ao training needs analysis ia any of the railways visited. 
However a training needs analysis for T AZARA is being undertaken with assistance from 
NORAD 

168. Another comment is that since rehabilitation decisions are made by top management, it 
is perhaps this group that the rehabilitation programme should target. A separate programme on 
repair and maintenance could be organized for maiatenaace engineers and technicians. 

169. Furthermore, the programmes would be rendered more useful and have greater impact if 
they were coordinated wilh the manpower development programmes of the different African 
railways. Regrettably, the evaluation team found out that there are ao such programmes in any 
of the railways visited except again for T AZARA where a manpower development programme 
for the aext ten years was under preparation, with finaaciag from SIDA. 
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CBAPTER6 

CONCLUSIONS 

170. Both series of programmes bave beea success( al ia tlaal JHy have laad u aot.able ud 
beneficial impact oa tbe participants. This impact takes tlaree forms: (1) acquisition of identifiable 
aad discrete skills in technical or professiou! areas, (2) acqaisitioa of less easily measurable or 
describable personal attributes such as "leadership• or •self-coafideace•, and (3) broadened 
prof essioaai and personal experience, sometimes reiaforciag tlaeoretiral kaowledge, ud sometimes 
raising professional ambitioas and staadards. 

171. The immediate impact of tbe programmes OD participants' railways bas been slight: few 
of tlaem have had tlae opportunity t6 apply tbe teclaniques or procedures wlaich f ona the central 
subjects of the programmes, and quantified indicators of improved performance uve not been 
forthcoming. OD tbe other hand a good auaber of participants appear to have made use of 
specific technical information acquired ia the course of work oa tbe individual projects ia rolliag
stock programmes; tbe subjects of these projects are generally peripheral to the maiu 
maaagemeat ·training objectives ~f the last three of these programmes. Some railways may beaefit 
from generally higher standards of wort, especially wben a namber of former participants are 
working together, and a process of muttil understanding and reinforcement is set in motion; some 
expect to be able to mate more specific use of knowledge and skills acquired if appropriate 
development or investment programmes come to be undertaken. Tbis diffuse or potential benefit, 
although remote from the immediate objective of the programmes and impossible to measure, 
might, if it exists at all, be as important as the direct, intended results, even if it is much too 
shadowy to justify the programme on its own. 

172. The principal reasoas for the lack of application of knowledge and skills do not cause 
surprise. Some participants are not in an organizational position to iastitute change, some have no 
financial or material resources. la some cases it appears that more senior engineers have no interest 
in making use of tbeir subordinates' new abilities, or that tbey are themselves under constraints. 
It should be pointed out here that railways appear to be subject to rigid hierarchical procedures. 
Such disciplined procedures, controls and approvals are essenti1d for 111/e opertllion, but the 
attitudes percolate deep into railwaymen's souls and permeate all parts of their organizatioas. It 
is also the case that African railways are Dot generally subject to such commercial and financial 
imperatives or consumer pressure as provide incentives or motivation for efficient operation in 
market-economy terms - or not yet. 

173. la some cav.. the railways simply do not have appropriate work going on: no mechanized 
track maintenance, for Hample, or no rolling-stock rehabilitation. This sort of situation is 
encouraged by the provision of free trainiag opportunities which are naturally enough taken up 
even if they have no immediate bearing on organizational needs. 

174. Without uceptioa former participants appreciat~d the opportunity to discuss technical 
mattefl with their opposite numbers from other countries. Railwaymen rarely talk about anything 
eke, even amongst colleagues, but additional pleuore and encouragement were unquestionably 
derived from the internati01lal nature of discuuioa during these programma. la some cases it wu 
specifically stated that 10lutioas to particular technical problems 11'ere propo1ed ia such 
discuuioas, which were both formal and informal. These CJ:changes might possibly be the most 
abiding memory which participants take home. Although once again this outcome of a programme 
cannot by itself provide justification for financing and running a programme the evaluation team 
regards it as very desirable and important. It presumably underlies the specific technical purpoK 
of all UNIDO's internatioaal group training programmes. For all the difficulty of formulating 
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rigorous justification, linkages aad objectives for GTPs the world would be a sadder and poorer 
place without them. 

Desip wqbA\ 

11S. Both series o!' :::•"lrammes have been conducted by their respective HTOs with very great 
commitment and in a highly professional manner. However the programmes lack an adequate 
foundation or framework of dear project objectives. This deficiency is in turn the result of most 
regrettably iiudeqaate definition of the organizational requirements for training. This omission 
has weakened the whole of the subsequent procedure of establishing uaiaiag objectives, duration, 
content, learning methods, evaluation and feedback, and has jeopardized the cbaaces of succesdul 
application. From the start of each series there has been no ref ereace document apiast which to 
assess wh~ther this or that subject or learning method is valid; it has been all too easy, over the 
years, for a programme to be modified, or its emphasis changed, to satisfy the individual er 
collective wishes of past or present participants, or to take into accoun~ professional 
preoccupatious in the various organizations concerned (i.e. UNIDO, ODA, UAR ud lr'Os). 

176. The normal design of technical cooperation projects should have prompted more thorough 
consideration of immediate project objectives (i.e. the objectives which the training programme 
is to serve, not the internal training objectives of the programme itself). It is however the common 
practice in UNIDO that project documents for GTPs are written and processed as a formality 
necessary for compliance with internal procedures, especially to create the financial account. The 
project documents for the railway programmes are no exception. 

Roles of the or1agizatjops concerned 

177. The respective responsibilities of UNIDO, the Union of African Railways (UAR), the 
ODA and the two HTOs in specifying, designing and implementing the tt·aining programmes are 
not at all clear, and in the evaluation team's view the vagueness of relatioesbips bas diminished 
the dfectiveness of the programmes. Furthermore the locus .rtondi of UNJDO in relation to these 
programmes has been much weakened. 

178. The ODA, despite its position as paymaster, did not consider it necessary to make any pre
iavestmeat in establishing training requirements before the start of the rolling-stock programmes. 
As Car as the evaluation team understands a planning mission to A(rica was proposed but turned 
down by the ODA; the reason might have been that if the f ran cop hone programmes bad been 
running successfully for some years a similar programme could be assumed to suit the anglophone 
couatries10• It was after all the UAR which was satisfied with the francophone programmes and 
was asking for cloned programmes in English. UNIDO bad no reason to call the francophone 
programmes into question by insisting on an in-depth study of requirements in English-speaking 
countries. With biad&igbt such a study can be seen to be crucial, but the view was obviously 
different at the time. 

179. The evaluation team bu noted that the railway organizations visited vary greatly. The scale 
and nature of training required in Egyptian Railways, for esample, with ita 100,000 employees, 
1,000 engineers and 8,000 km main-line network is far from the needs of Malatti Railways, which 
is a small organization, very short of resources and operating at a very modest level. The 
requiremeata of T AZARA, half way through a ten-year development plan supported by major 
donors and lenders, are different again. Even before the seria of rolling·stocking programmes 
began it might have been thought so nearly imposaible to identify common ground on which a 
unified international programme could be based as to be not worth the attempt. An alternative 

10r11e evaluatton t .. has seen no wrttten evtdence on tilts potnt. 
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decision might have been that the attempt was well worth the time and expense involved even if 
it indicated that some other solution, that is other than the model UNIDO group training 
programme, could have been more effective. 

180. The introduction or the uack programmes was or course preceded by a four· week needs 
identification mission to four countries by one person from Transmark Ltd. While this was most 
valuable, it came quite a long way down the decision tree ud was primarily intended to establish 
what an a!ready planned course should cover. On the basis or a very general request from the 
UAR and of experie&ce with the rolling-stock programmes the duration and two-country 
structure of the programme (with the UK as one of the countries) bad already been decided, and 
the HTO identified. This kind of mission is a long way from the kind of thorough and extensive 
preparatory assistance project which was called for, not just in respect of this particular 
anglophone track programme, but or railway engineering training in some reasonably coherent 
region, perhaps more modest than Africa as a whole. 

181. During implementation of the programmes the ODA, in the person ()f the Industrial 
Training Adviser, has assiduously attended mid-term review and end-of-programme evaluation 
sessions and taken part in the regular meetings in Vienna between programmes. A representative 
of the UAR bas also taken part in some of these meetings although less often than desirable. They 
have made valuable contributions to the evolution or the two series or programmes but always 
within the pre-determined framework. 

182. The role of UNIDO during implementation, never strong, in the absence of railway 
engineering expertise at headquarters, has become farther attenuated as the HTOs have taken over 
various administrative matters normally in UNIDO's province. It appears that the offices of UNDP 
and UNIDO in Egypt, Kenya and Mala•i have not contributed to the organization or 
administrative support or the phases of training programmes held in those countries and have not 
been asked to do so by UNIDO headquarters. On the professional side the HTOs were both 
anxious to assure the evaluation team that their regular contacts and past experience with African 
railways enabled them to ensure that the training programmes were relevant to these railways' 
needs. Here again they seem to be willing to take over what should really be the heart of UNIDO's 
responsibility, namely the proper specification of the programmes. 

183. In this connection it is a matter or surprise and concern toat no formal contract is 
concluded between UNIDO and the HTOs, who are after all in the position of sub-contractors. 
Although the HTOs have executed what they perceive to be their duties with great 
conscientiousness it hardly needs stating bow undesirable it is that these duties have always 
remained undefined, especially as financial obligations are entailed. Although there never seems 
to have been any serious quarrel as to whether either side bas properly executed its responsibilities 
there are various areas of misunderstanding on procedural and financial matters which cause 
irritation and inefficiency - as well as uncertainty and inconvenience for programme participants 
and their employers. 

Dm:umeatatjog aad vocabulary 

J84. The aide-m6moire aanouncing the programmes and the •Note for Participants• which 
coven a number of professional and administrative items are not very well preaented and do not 
always contain accurate and consistent information. Lack of clarity with administrative 
arrangemeau, especially thoae with a financial component, bu caused intermittent dirriculties, 
verging oa disputes. The title itaelf of •aide·m6moire• is un1Uitable for a programme prospectus. 
A good deal of the information which goes into both tbeae documenu i1 drafted by the HTOs but 
it i1 of course UNIDO which is ultimately respoa1ible. 
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185. At least in the case of the rolling-stock programmes the HTO reports misunderstanding 
by newly arrived participants as to the nature of the programmes they are starting. There is no 
corresponding complaint or coi:nment in evaluation reports, nor was the point made to the 
evaluation team, perhaps because satisfaction was derived from the programmes even if original 
expectations were not met. Having read the aide·m~moire for all the programmes very carefully 
the evaluation team does take the view that there is room for more care in drafting the objectives 
and content of the programmes, and that some explanation of ambiguous but cardinal words such 
as "management• and •rehabilitation• would be valuable. Such care would in fact follow naturaUy 
from closer attention to defining target participants, and that in turn would be much easier in the 
framework of properly established project objectives. (Proof-reading and the use of English also 
merit care ia documents widely distributed by an international organization.) 

186. HTOs report that some Arabic-speaking participants have communication difficulty at 
least in the early weeks of the programmes. The (anglophone) evaluation team also found it quite 
difficult to communicate with some of the former participants from Egypt, who do not of course 
use English from day to day. The question of certification in advance of programmes is now very 
old indeed, but at least in Cairo it is now being tackled: all applicants for training in non -Arabic 
countries are required to take a test, in the case of English administered by the British Council 
or the equivalent United States organization. 

Qther subjects to be added not in this order: Women. Selection. Presentation skills. other content 
ggestions es technical relevance, African phasq (very aoodl, p055ibility of transferrina trainina 
totally to Africa (nq) 
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CHAPTER 7 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

UNIDQ and nilway enajpeerioc 

Recommendation 1 

1. The organization of group lrlln1ng programmes in railway engineering subjects 
unsupported by relevant in-house expertise in the subjects themselves should be discontinued. 
The accumulated nperience of the last eight years should not however be discarded. The ant 
step should be a careful analysis of the components of the programmes already run in order to 
establish where UNIDO could make a greater technical or professional contribution to nilway 
engineering than has previously been the case. 

2. For example within the general area of rolling-stock rehabilitation feasibility studies are 
the essential first step. While the programmes run hitherto have mainly dealt with technical 
feasibility it is more than possible that UNIDO could greatly strengthen the capability of Af ricao 
(or other) railways engineers and managers to assess the economic feasibility of rehabilitation 
prognmmes. 

3. Similarly the actual implementation of rolling-stock rehabilitation can be made more 
efficient by the application of general principles of Production mapagemept and here again 
UNIDO might be in a good position to make a contribution from its expertise in this area. 
Workshop layout and organization, cost accounting and quality assurance might be components 
of programmes in this area. 

4. Other areas might include (a) maintenance and parts management and (b) tnining 
management and methodology. 

S. The maintenance and repalr of railway track and of bridges and structures is not a subject 
so readily related to UNIDO areas of professional interest, being largely a matter of highly 
specialized civil engineering. However, the subject should be given further ~tudy within the 
C01Jtext of the recommended analysis. 

Recommepdation 2 

6. UNIDO should, in collaboration with the Union of African Railways as well as the 
Southern Africa Transport and Communication Commiuion and other sub-regional railway 
organizations (and if thought desirable the equivalent organizations in other continents), design 
a study of railway training and consultancy needs in UNIDO's areas of expertise. The study 
1hould not necessarily be confined to one language area. 

7. Funding of the study should be sought from multilateral sources (e.g. UNDP/TSSl) or 
bilateral donors. The pos&ibility of f anding from indu1try sources should be examined. 

Recommcgdation 3 

8. Ii the two preceding recommendations are accepted it will be necessary for UNIDO to 
designate an official or unit to become f oily informed about the world's railways, to establish 
con"5cll, and to act as the focal point within the organization. 

UNJDQ agd iuoup trajgiaa prc>aramm" 
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Recommepdatiop 4 

9. UNIDO should re-examine and codify the rules and procedures for the administration o 
sroup training programmes. In particular contracts should be established between UNIDO and 
host tr:ning organizations as a normal practice. UNIDO should assure the efficiency of its own 
systems and should not delegate administrative functions to host training orgaaizatioas. 

10. The design and content of the "aide-m~moire" should be examined in detail and revised 
in accordance with their function as a programme prospectors. Other widely distributed 
documents such as "Notes for Participants• should similarly be brought up to high standards of 
accuracy and presentation. 

11. Internal systems for obtaining authorizations. distribution of papers, and issue of air 
tickets should be re-examined and made more responsive to operational needs. In this context the 
distribution of documents to recipients countries and to potential and selected participants should 
be taken into consideration. 

Rccommepdati00 5 

12. Project documents and their internal structure should be used to assure g~ training 
programme design, not simply as a formal procedure. 

Recommendation 6 

13. If the development of African railways has a high enough priority to attract funding the 
ODA may wish to sponsor a project to assess the HRD needs of railway organisations, including 
training needs, and to identify those which can best be met by means of international programmes. 
A sub-regional approach may be considered preferable. 

U1lt1 of Afdm Railways 

Recommendation 7 

14. The UAR should develop its own capacity to assess the HRD requirements, including 
training needs, of its member railways, seeking international assistance if necessary. 

Becommendatiog 8 

15. Subject to the agreement of its members the UAR should take the lead, or collaborate, in 
the HRD needs assessment projects proposed in Recommendations 2 and 6. The support and 
.collaboration of sub- regional organisations such as the SA TCC and the Southern African General 
Managers' Conference should be enlisted. 

Recommendatjog 9 

16. The UAR should identify training and development organisations in Africa which can 
effectively provide services to member railways, whether or not these organisations are specialised 
in railway training, and should circulate information. If the need arises the UAR ahould itself 
commiuion special programmes at some of these organisations. 

17. The UAR should discu11 with member railways the feuibility, advantages and costs of 
training programmes run in Arabic, and perhaps in further languages other than French and 
English, and should make proposals accordingly. 
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Biii Tnlma Ome••pttns 

Recommeoclatjop 10 

18. It will be to the benefit of African railways if the professiooal competence and experience 
of ABB Transportation Ltd (formerly BREL) and Trusmart Ltd continue to be made available 
an'1 used. The tW<' compaaies will rightly pursue their own operatioul ud commercial priorities 
but should preferably tete active measures to offer their trainiag service to African railways 
whenever f easiblc. In this connection they may wish to develop ud propose alternative options, 
for instance with shorter ud more specialised modules for more exactly defined participants, or 
including study tours in more than oae coantry. 
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ANNEX 1 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

1. Back1rogpd 

la ·dept• nahlatlH •f Rall•aJ Gtwp Tnlalq 
......... es Ors•lm •1 UNIDO la n·eperatiH 

witlt tile Geftn•eat of tile U .L 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

Each year UNIDO offers over 80 group training programmes in various technical subjects, each 
for an avenge of IS participants from developing countries. The programmes arc ran in a 
number of European countries, u well as in some countries elsewhere, and arc individually 
financed by a number of donor countries and through multilateral aid agencies. 

Group training programmes aim al providing new skills to technical and managerial personnel 
from enterprises and government agencies. la-plant training programmes are run for periods 
ranging from 2 to S months and are carried oat by industrial enterprises and/or industrial senice 
institutions. The activities include lectures, nercises, plant visits, actual in-plant training, 
discussions etc. The responsibility of UNIDO is to promote GTPs which meet the priority needs 
of developing countries, find appropriate host institutions, organize fm coujunctioa with the host 
institutions) as well as fiaaace the courses. The co-operation with the host institutions includes 
the identification of participants, the administratioa of the programmes ud the evaluation of the 
results. The questionnaires completed by the participants at the end of the courses allow for 
conclusions with regard to the standard of the training received, which in general meet the 
expectations of the participants. 

Co-QJ)Cratiop with the UK: 

The first two railway training programmes were conducted by BREL Ltd. (in Derby only) in 1984 
and 1985. They were of a duration of 10 weeks each, and were oa the subject of management of 
maintenance, repair and overhaul of rolliag stock. End evaluatioa revealed that it was 
inappropriate to conduct the programmes in the UK only, aad therefore 1ubsequent IPGTP1 had 
a total duration of 12 weeks comprising: Part I • U.K. for 8 weeb and Part D in an African 
country for 4 weeks. Tb is arrangement wu comidered to be 5ucceuf ul and continues to date. 

ProarammH aroyjdcd to date;· 

1984 (U.K. only) 

1985 (U.K. only) 

1986 (U.K. and Kenya) -

M1aagemeat of maintenance, Repair and Overhaul of rolling stock 

Ditto 

Ditto 
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1987 (U.K. ud Keaya) - Ditto 

1988 (U.K. a:ul Egypt) - Ditto 

1989 (U .K. ud Egypt) - Maugemeal of the Reubilitatioa of Railway Rolling stock 

1990 (U.K. ud Malawi) - Ditto 

By 1988, rehabilitation had emerged as the single aosl importaal subject for •05l railway systems, 
as daey had lo make do with little or no resotm:es for dae pardase of completely aew rolliag 
stock. Tb~ the coone was redesiped ia 1989 ia order to meet the aew demaad ud 
requircmeats. This dwage proved to be timely as several railways had embarked, or were about 
to embark oa major reltabilitatioa programmes, wltich were fimced by the World But, u well 
as by doaor couatries. 

A lOlal of 102 participaats from Eaglish-speakiag African countries have so far taken the cOGrse. 

Ia 1988, following the saccessf.i implemealatioa of foar programmes ia Derby, aaotlter uaual 
IPGTP wbicb deals witb tbe aaiatemce of railway track was lauadaed at Watford U.K. Tbe 
programme is designed to ealaaace skills ia railway civil eagiaeeriag, providing for aew methods 
of !rack mainteaaace ud renewal. The programmes were conducted by Transmark/Britisb 
Railways Board trainiag aait. 

Prouammes provide4 to elate:-

1988 (U .K. ud Kenya) -

1989 (U.K. and Kenya) -

1990 (U.K. and Egypt) -

1992 (U.K. and Malawi) -

IPGTP for Engineers responsible for the Maintenance and repair 
of Railway Track. 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

A total of SS participuts from English-speaking African countries have so far taken the coarse. 

2. Scope apd pQQZOK of the cvalaatiop 

Scope. The principal issue to be addressed by the evaluation is the estcat to which participants 
have been able to make productive me of the knowledge and skills acquired during their 
programmes and uaasmit their knowledge ud skills to othen. It will be important to identify the 
conditions in which the knowledge ud 1kills are (or are not) effectively applied or uaasmitted. 
These conditions may include: the duties of the participut; bis or her penonal or organizational 
ability to influence decisions; the number of participants from the same railway system; th·e aize 
of the railway aystem; the atage of economic and tecbaological development of the participaat'1 
coaatry; the nature of its eccnomic maaagemeat (centrally plaaaed, mixed or market). Tbia lilt 
is not exbautive. Other conditions may be identified. 

hrpoH. The objective of the project ii to enable UNIDO, the Government of the UK and the 
boat training orgaaizatiou to take decilioa1 oa improving the efficiency aad effectiveneu of the 
group training programmes ia tranaferriag relevant knowledge aad skills to developing COUDtrie1. 
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3. fsspq to be CO!Cml 

Th design of the programacs slaoald be eu.miaed witla particalar reference to tlaeir objcctiYCS. 
Tile project documents tlaroagla wlaida tile prograaaes are fmaacccl slaoalcl similarly be eumiaed. 
Evolatioa of objectives u.d otlacr upects of tkc programaes. as weU as project desip slaoald aJso 
be asscs.Kd. 

Tile rclatioaship betweca tile project docameats. aide- •emoirc ud opcratioaal descriptions of 
training objectives as well as coal.eat slaoalcl be cuaiaed. ud tile coapleacntarity ud precision 
of tlac various doca•ents sliioald be ascssecl. 

ne content and methodology of tile prograa•cs uoald be assessed ia relation to traiaiag 
objectives. Particular attention Uoald be gift• to: cstablislament of iadividu! trainiag aceds. and 
tlae response to tlaese aceds; tile proportioa ud aatarc of practical work as perceived by 
participants ud by training staff; aad progressive claecb oa participaats• understanding aad skills. 
Any ttP"ted or pcrsistcat problems witla luguge slaoald be aotcd. 

Any common problems coaceraiag a4aiaistralivc or logistic sapport of participaats slaoald be 
identified. These may be related. jptcr 1lja, to aotificatioa of selectio9. travel arraagcacats. 
fiaancial arraagcacnts. food. accommodation. ud leisure time. 

Monitoring and evaluatioa procedara and tlaeir effectiveness as f ecdback to trainiGg dcsiga aad 
imple111eatation should be assessed. 

Of particular importaace to the Government of the U.K. are the following question:· 

have the programmes had uy impact at all? 

to what extent arc the increased knowledge ud stills being applied? 

can the developing countries coaceracd carry oat similar training by tlacmvhon. 
considering the 8 year spaa of the prGgramme? 

Furthermore, the methods of selection of participants by the railway orguizatioas as •ell ~ 111~ 
complemeatary selection methods practiced by UNJDO aad HTOs sltould be ~d. 

A comprehensive list of geaeral issues related to UNIDO's GTPs, which should be .ddrn.cd u 
far as possible is attached as Appcadis A. 

Some specific tub will be u follows: 

Desk research. 

Discus the programme with UNIDO UIRD Branch. 

Draw up questionnaire for es·participaats to acertaia application. 

Draw up questionaaire for es· participaats' supcnison IO ascertain opportuaities 
for Cll·participaats to apply skills leanaed. 

Strucuu·~ visits approaclt aad format. 

Discusaior.s with directon aad staff of h01t uaiaiag orguizatioas. 

Hold interviews with es-participants aad their supervisors. 
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Assess wlaat participants Jaaye btta able to apply. ltow daey llan doae it aad what 
bs been aclaieved. 

Assess how participants laave applied tlleir traiaer skills taaglat oa tile programmes 
(if not. why aot?). 

Request evideace of traiaiag materials/ lwadoats ginn dariag tile participaats• 
traiaiag courses. 

Ascertaia wlaat otlaer sabjeds woald be appropriate for 
tile f atare. 

Tile evalaatioa report slaoalcl be writtea ia Eaglisla aad slaoald adopt tile foUowiag aaia laeadiags: 

1. Saamuy of coaclusiom aad recommeadations 
2. Backgroaad to tile evalaatioa 
3. Desiga ud documeatatioa 
4. Implementation 
S. Resalts 
6. Conclusions 
7. Recommendations 

Annexes: J. Terms of Reference 
D. Evaluation team 
W. Wort programme ud itiaeruy 
IV. Persons consulted 
(other annexes ad lib.) 

Tlae evaluation team•s report will be submitted to the Director-Geaeral of UNIDO ud to the 
Government of the U.K. Tiie evaluation team may be reqnired to mate one oral presentation. 

S. Evaluation team apd work progqmmc 

The evaluation will be carried oat by a team comprising of a UNIDO consultant and a staff 
member of UNIDO Evaluation Staff. The work programme wiU be in four phases as outliacd 
below: 

Phw 1.. ip ViHga 

Desk :-escarch. 

Discuss the programme with UNIDO IHRD Branch. 

Draw up qaestioaaaire for ex-participants to ascertain application. 

Draw up questionnaire for ex· participants• supervison to ascertain opportunities 
for ex-participants to apply skills learned. 

Structure visits approach and format. 



nw 2 .. Derby ud Watfonl CU.K.) 

Discauioas with directors aad staff of laosl traiaiag orguizatioas. 

nw 3 .. ip tlac field 

Tile third pbasc will be a visit to the followiag four eou~tries: Egypt. Kenya, 
Malawi, aad Tanzania. Duriag tllese Yisits, tile foDowiag will be unclertatea:-

Hold iaterviews witll ex-participaats aacl their supervisors. 

Assess what participants bave beea able to apply, bow they bave doae it and what 
bas beea aclaieved. 

Assess how participuts have applied tlleir trainer stills taught on the programmes 
(if •ot. why aot?). 

Reqaest erideace of trailliag materials/ laaadouts give• daring the participants' 
traiaiag courses. 

Ascertain wbat other subjects would be appropriate for the f oture. 

nw 4 .. ja ViHU 

The fourth phase will be the completion aad presentation of the report by the consoltut. 

The proposed caleaclar of wort is as follows: 

Plaase 1. 
(dest study) 

Phase 2. 
(HTO visits) 

Pbasc 3. 
(field wort) 

Phase 4. 
(report prep. 
4 debriefing) 

26 August 1992 to 
1 September 1992 

17 September 1992 !O 
2S September 1992 

26 September 1992 to 
17 October 1992 

27 October 1992 to 
29 October 1992 

APPENDIX A 

Problems apd jggq related to the strgctgre apd the cogtepts of GTPs 

1. Whether UNIDO UICISCI the geaeral structare of coanes in liae with defiaed 
priorities of demand. CourlCI teacl to be repetitive to a hip extent. Bat are they vital to the 
developing coaatries? 

2. The coateats of the cour1CS (teaching programme, carricala, traiaiag elemeats, 
etc.) are mainly determiaeci by the host institution. But such a supply· oriented assistance may aot 
aafficiHtly take iato accouat all the socio·ecoaomic coaditiou of each country, which for some 
typea of courses may be esseatial. How can UNIDO play a more active role ming its expertise and 
technical capabilitiea? 
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3. The interests or host countries are dirf crent. Some waat to continue a long lasting 
co-operation or consider GTPs as a means to promote bilateral economic co-operation in the long 
run. Some don-:>r countries which arc potentially good hosts arc not interested in financing GTPs. 
Wbat is the optimal role of host countries and institutions in running GTPs?. 

4. Arc GTPs the most efficient and cff cctivc means to provide service training? 
Wbat arc the alternatives? 

S. Wbat is the role or UNIDO in determining the structure and contents of GTPs, bow 
can UNIDO strengthen it? 

6. Wbat is the coarse structure (according to subjects) which meets the demand best? 
How to set pref crcnces? 

7. How can long lasting co-operation with the U .K. Government and the host training 
institutions be maintained but adjusted to th~ friority objectives fixed by UNIDO in response to 
needs expressed by developing countries? How can new institutions be made interested to off er 
GTPs according to demand? 

8. Should UNIDO develop a stronger role in the elaboration of programmes? 

9. Should there be a continuation of efficient courses but step by step adapting to 
demand and preparation of new GTPs (in co-operation with host institutions as done in the past 
on the basis of mid-term evaluations)? 

10. Wbat is the demand for existing courses and criteria of pref crcnccs, optimaJ 
number and structure or GTPs? 

Problems apd issues related to trajpip1 method§ 

1. To what extent is the selection of lectures, trainers, training methods, and teaching 
material mainly decided upon by the host institution? What role does UNIDO play, is it not strong 
enough? What is the quality of the training approaches followed? 

2. Should UNIDO profefsionals also present lectures or conduct exercises during these 
GTPs? 

3. Do the teaching materials meet established standards and are they banded over to 
the participants? 

4. What is the substantial and methodological standard of the GTPs, how can it be 
improved? 

S. Should a 'standardized' type of teaching materials/ aides/techniques be introduced 
(which can be used by the participants for their training activities)? 

Problems and juues related to the Klectjon of particjpapts 

1. The candidate is nominated by national authorities, and based on the nomination 
form UNIDO selects the participants in co-operation with the host Government and training 
institutions. Does the form used give enough information which is of importance for an effective 
selection (firm in which the candidate works, output of the firm, product line, exporter or not, 
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technologies and equipment used. candidate's actual respoasibility in the firm/institutions)? What 
is the selection procedure or candidates, how cu it be improved? Who should be respoasible for 
the final selection? On what criteria should the selection~ based? 

2. Are the participants in a position either to influence improvements at their place 
or wort and/or to train others? 

Problems and issues related to evaluation of GTPs 

The course mid-term and end-evaluations deliver vuious information reflecting the 
impression or the participants. Do existing procedures allow sufficient assessment or programme 
objective achievement and of programme output/training results achieved? Should the evaluation 
procedure be expanded? (Evaluation or printed teaching materials, etc.?) What is the relative 
importance and relevance or mid-term and end-evaluations? 
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EVALUATION TEAM 

Mr. Charles Manton 
UNIDO Coasultut 
(Team Leader) 

Mr. Goodspeed Kopolo 
UNIDO 
Evaluation Staff 

ANNEX2 
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ltl•enrJ u• Wert ........ e 
er ~e Eftla•tl• Mlssl• 

1. ltiunry 

26 August - 1 September UNIDO, Vienna 

17 - 25 September United Kingdom 

26 September - 1 October Egypt 

1 - 7 October Kenya 

7 - 13 October Tanzania 

13 - 17 October Malawi 

27 - 29 October UNIDO, Vienna 

----o----
Work pro,aramme 

Aaaex 3 

2. The initial period at UNJDQ headquarters was mainly devoted to study of the programme 
files made available by the IHRD Branch and copying of various papers for future reference; 
some evaluation reports were also obtained from Evaluation Staff records. Some meetings were 
held. The participant questionnaire attached as Annn 6 was worked out, together with a draft 
report outlint (i.e. possiblt section-headings witllin the structure set out in the TOR). 

3. In the Unjted Kiaadom the evaluation team visited: 

ABB Transportation Ltdl Derby and Crewe11 

Transmark Ltd, London 2 

British Rail Civil Engineering College, Watford 
Overseas Development Adminisuation. 

3. Both ABB Transportation and Transmark took the evaluation very seriously and devoted 
a great deal of time and trouble to the evaluation team's visits; detailed programmes were arranged 
comprising presentations on the companies, long discussions with all concerned in the 

11Brittsh 111'1 £ngtneertng Ltd, or IREL, .. s prtvattzed 1n 1988. At that t1• 40% of the shires .ere 
bought by the s.dtGh-Swfss group Asu-llnMt-&owrt, or All. In 1992 ABB bougM 1 further a frm the other 
mjor sharetlolder. The rime of the CGlplnY .. s chlllged to All Transportation Ltd 1n Slptllber 1992. At the 
tf• of the ortgtnal prtvatizatfon 2°' of ti. shires ..,. sold or tsSUld free to 81Ployees lftd directors, 
who have retatned most of tla. Br1ttsh 11111 ts 1n 1.,.-unt custmer of All Tr1nsport1t1on Ltd but has no 
other f01Wl ltnk. 

12-rransmn Ltd ts 1 wholly-o.ned subsidiary of ti. Brtthh 11111.ays lt>lrd offering project and 
tratntng servtces. It has no tratntng factltttes of tts CM1 but ts Ible to •kt use of Brtttsh 11111 's. 
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programmes, ind visits to training facilities and workshops. Comprehensive documentation was 
provided. 

4. At the ODA the two officials hitherto concerned with sponsorship of the two series of 
programmes (Mr Scoular and Mr Stinner) and the Industrial Training Adviser (Mr Crofton), who 
toot a close interest in the content and conduct of the programmes, have all retired recently. 
Although their replacements were of course well briefed they had no personal or in-depth 
knowledge of or opinioas about the programmes. The evaluation team aJso had a short discussion 
on the ODA's own evaluation procedures. 

4. In WJu, .Kou. Tanzania and Mala•i the respective national railway organizations, and 
the Taozania Zambia Railway Authority (TAZARA). also toot much interest in the evaluation 
and for the most part made very thorough arrangements for interviews with former perticipants, 
some of whom were called in from quite distant wort places. The evaluation team was also able 
to meet senior officials as listed in Annex 4 in order to discuss the organiutional context and 
ttlative importance of the UNIDO training programmes. Arrangements in Tanzania were 
complicated by the defective telephone system and the programme of meetings at Tanzania 
Railways Corporation was relatively disappointing. It is worth recording however that the Chief 
Civil Engineer of TAZARA took the trouble to cor.e to the evaluation team's hotel in Dar es 
Salaam for an evening discussion. 

S. The five railway organisations visited differed from each other in all sorts of ways, not 
least in size. They thus provided the evaluation team with diverse information aod opinions, but 
it cannot be concluded that they are a fully representative sample of all the English-speaking 
members of the UAR. 

6. The total number of former participants in the four countries visited is 67. The evaluation 
team met 46, or 69% of the target. This is thought to be a more than adequate proportion to give 
a good account of experience with the UNIDO programmes in the five railway organisations. The 
total number of participants who have attended all the programmes is 156, and the evaluation team 
thus met just under 30% of this total. Although quite a good proportion it would again be unwise 
to deduce that this 30% is a fully representative sample. 

7. Participants were mostly interviewed in small groups, although some were seen singly if 
that suited them and their railways. The members of groups had attended the same series of 
programmes. Group meetings turned out to be gratifyingly interesting and productive; participants 
seemed to feel able to speak freely, even if their superiors (also former participants) were present, 
and a number of lively and articulate di1cussions took place. An additional advantage of group 
meetings in Egypt was that participants could help each other with their rather rusty English. 
Group meetings generally lasted about an hour and a half, but interviews with individual5 were 
a good deal shorter. It 1hould be emphasized that the que1tionnaire attached to this report was used 
only as a guide by the evaluation team. 

8. Meetings with senior managen were generally much shorter and simpler. Three main 
que1tion1 were raised by the evaluation team: (1) the value to the railway1 of participation in the 
UNIDO programme11 (2) development or rehabilitation plans to which the UNIDO programmes 
were complementary, and (3) the de1irability and nature of any future international programmes 
in railway engineering. 

9. The evaluation team visited rolling-stock worbhops in Egypt, Kenya and Mala•i and was 
offered an excursion on a track inspection trolley in Mala•i (which wu turned down for lack of 
report-writing time). In Egypt the team wa1 able to view the kind of Hungarian train-set which 
wu the subject of group projects during the 1989 Management of Rehabilitation programme, and 
in Mala•i the actual locomotive, SOS, which fulfilled the equivalent function for the 1990 
progrftmme wu abo seen. (Repairs to the superstructure are complete.) 



so 
10. In all the evaluation mission went very smoothly and the team members ar: accordingly 
grateful to all those concerned. It is only a matter of regret that practically all the team'i travel 
was by air or road. Only in the United Kingdom were trains used for some journeys. 

----o----
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Perseas c .. salted 

VIENNA 

Mr. Philippe de Moustier 
UNIDO, 10/0S/IHRD 
(Backstopping Officer) 

Mr. Wilfotm Holaday 
UNIDO, PRC 

Mr. Luis Rojas 
UNIDO, PPD/ICF /NGO 

Mr. Alois Rastl 
PlasKr & Theurer 
Vienna, Austria 

UNITED KINGDOM 

Mr. John Weaver 
Managing Director 
Transmark Ltd. 

Mr. Richard Aldridr• 
Overseas Training t. ... nager 
Transmark Ltd. 

Mr. Mike Poultney 
Training Manager 
Davy BR International 
(Former UNIDO programme director) 

Mr. Mike Kinsey 
Senior Training Comultant 
Transmark Ltd. 
(UNIDO programme director) 

Mr. Mike Crawley 
UNIDO Course Director 
Transmark Ltd. 

Mr. Chris Sheppard 
Director 
Customer Support Group 
ABB Transportation Limited 

Mr. David Richardson 
Manager 

ANNEX.C 
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Regional Sales &: Marketing 
(Africa &: Middle East) 
ABB Transportation Limited 

Mr. John Morgan 
General Manager 
Vehicle Repairs Division 
ABB Transportation Limited_ 

Mr. John Winter 
Manager Repairs 
Vehicle Repairs Division 
Derby Carriage Works 
ABB Transportation Limited 

Mr. Mite Jones 
Profit Centre Manager 
Wheels Shop 
ABB Transportation Limited 

Mr. Colin Gray 
Profit Centre Manager 
Freight Wagon Repair Shop 
ABB Transportation Limited 

Mr. Graham Harrison 
Profit Centre Manager 
Vehicle Body Fitting out Shop 
ABB Tramportation Limited 

Mr. Adrian Tighe 
Manager Training 
Derby Carriage Works 
ABB Transportation Limited 

Mr. Brian Spencer 
General Manager 
Equipment Division 
ABB Transportation Limited 

Mr. Gary Kinsey 
Manager Training 
Equipment Division 
Crewe Works 
ABB Transportation Limited 

Mr. Craig Keogh 
Overseu Projectl Manager 
Equipment Manufacture IL R .. 11air Group 
ABB Transportation Limited 

Mr. Terry Kelsall 
Manager 
Customer Training 
Customer Support Group 
(UNIDO Programme Director) 
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ABB Trusporation Limited 

Mr. Gordon Bunting 
Assistant Manager 
Customer Training 
Customer Support Group 
(UNIDO Programme Administration Director) 
ABB Transportation Limited 

Ms. Jennifer Radice 
Head of United Nations & Commonwealth Department 
ODA 

Ms. Val Mercer 
United Nations & Commonwealth Department 
ODA 

Mr. Simon Robbins 
Principal 
Evaluation Department 
ODA 

Mr. Gordon Marr 
Industrial Training Adviser 
ODA 

EGYPT 

Pvtlclggt1 fro• f«yptl11 N1tlo11l Raihran <EMR> 

Mr. Ibrahim Mohamed Bayoumy 
Chief Mechanical Engineer 
Diesel, Cairo 

Mr. Sobhy Zalty Magciy 
Chief Mechanical Engineer, Maintenance 
Hungarian Sets 
Central Zone, El· Farz 

Mr. Abdel-Razilt Abdel-Atty Fouad 
Mechanical Engineer, Minia Locomotive Depot 

Mr. Abdel Moneim Abdel 
Foundries Chief Engineer 
Planning Section 
Abu Zaabal Worb 

Mr. Mohamed Zaki Omar 
Chief Mechanical Engineer 
Tebin Workshop (Diesel Locomotives) 

Mr. Metmelly Abd Al Salam Samy 
Electrical Engineer 
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Air Conditioning in Turbo Train 
Farz Workshop 

Mr. 1511lail Mohamed Gamal 
Mechanical Engineer, Bolag Workshop 
(Overhaul of Hungarian units) 
Mr. Salah el din Zaty Otily Mohamed 
Mechanical Engineer 
Light Maintenance Locomotives 
Sohaq Workshop 

Mr. Abdel Fattab Mohamed Farid 
Mechanical Engineer 
Tract Recording Machines 

Mr. Ebrahim Mohamed Hossam 
District Civil Engineer 
Eastern Region 

Mr. Mansour Sherif Essat 
Deputy Divisional Engineer (Civil) 

Mr. Ahmed Selet Mohamed 
Deputy Civil Engineer 
Mansouro District 

Qther pecsogs from ENR 

Mr. Shoukry Khalil Ibrahim 
Manager 
Training Department 

Mr. Shaban Mahmoud 
General Manager (Rolling Stock) 
Central Zone 

Mr. Edward E. Abdo 
Assistant General Manager (Rolling Stock) 
Central Zone 

Mr. Eid Abd El- Kader 
Manager 
Locomotives Workshop 
Central Zone 

Mr. Magdi Ayyob 
Manager 
Turbo Train Workshop 
Central Zone 

Mr. Salah Shaalan 
Manager 
French Trains Workshop 
Central Zone 
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Mr. Magdi Sobhy 
Manager 

SS 

Hungarian Units Workshop 
Central Zone 

UNPP 
Mr. Enrico Mayor 

KENYA 

Puticip111s from Kegya Railways 

Mr. Vincent Hangono 
Principal Electrical Engineer 

Mr. Siugla George 
Principal Production Engineer (Locomotives) 

Mr. M.O. Ndeda 
Principal Trains Crew Officer 

Mr. P J. Karanja 
Prinicpal Engineer. Development 

Mr. J. A. Oloo 
Principal Mechanical Engineer 

Mr.P.F. Ocbere 
Principal Mechnacal Engineer 
Planning and Project Design 

Mr. Mikwenda Njeru 
Electrical Engineer, Works 

Mr. Fred Karani Oazere 
Principal Mechanical Engineer 
Technical Audit 
Chief Accident Investigators Department 

Mr. Jeue Gatukui Kinyanjui 
District Mechanical Engineer 
Mombasa 

Mr. Peter Muthee Wamburu 
Senior Depot Engineer 
Maintenance IL Repair, Locomotive1 

Mr. Peter Muthee Mithamo 
Diatrict Mechanical Engineer 
Nairobi 

Mr. Jacob Njeru Kamau 



Principal Engineer {CoDSlnlctiOD &: Works) 
Kenya Railways 

Mr. Vitalis Adem Ong'ong'o 
District Civil Engineer Nairobi 

Mr. Stanley Otieno Ernest Adams 
District Engineer {CoDSlnlctiOD &: Works) 

Mr. Onyoni Benson Onwong'a 
Acting Chief Principal Engineer (Planning) 

Mr. Stanley Maira Kaguongo 
District Engineer (Comtruction &: Works) 

)."~. :~h• Nyaodioko Dessus 
Assistanct District Civil Engineer Nairobi 
Kenya Railways 

Other persogs from KePYa R.tilways 

Mrs. E.W. Thimba 
Chief Personnel ud Administration Manager 

Ms. ff.A. Otieno 
Assistant Personnel aad Administration Manager 

Mr. E.K. Ngure 
Chief Mechanical Engineer 

Mr. F .C. Cbami 
Chief Civil Engineer 

Mr. A.K. Mbago 
Central Workshops Manager 

Mr. S. Bologna 
UCD 

TANZANIA 

PK&lclpph fqw T11zul1 lallwu1 Ctqogtlt1 <TICl 

Mr. NJ. Ngosomwilea 
Mechanical Engineer 
Depot Engineer Moshi 

Mr. A.M. Mahana 
Auiatant Electrical Engineer Dar-ea-Salum 

Mr. D.T .R. Katebalirwe 
A11i1tant Mechanical Engineer 
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Mr. A.M. Omari 
Sectioa Engineer Dar-es-Salum 

Mr. J.M. Magasa 
Assistu.t Claief Civil Eagiaeer (Maiatenuce) 

Ot1aeJ persops from TRC 

Mr. E.E. Chiwenda 
Assistant Principal. Maapower Developmeat Officer 

Pvticiputs from IAURA 

Mr. Simbo Eliona 
Assistant Workshop Manager Du-es-Salaam 

Mr. Cbules Wilaenge 
District Mechanical Eaginccr Dar-cs-Salaam 

Mr. lsab Nyambot 
Electrical Engineer Power &l Equipment 

Mr. Nslaoya Magotti 
Workshop Maaager Dar-es-Salaam 

Mr. Hassan Himbab 
Senior Teclanical (Permanent Way) 
Civil Engineering Department (Tuzania Zone) 

Other persogs Crom TAZARA 

Mr. Davison Muleaga 
Senior Personnel Of fleer 
Manpower Development 

Mr. Leonard M. Nsofwa 
Chief Meclaanical Engineer 

Mr. Jones Tibugayaka 
Principal Electrical Engineer 
(Acting Chief Civil Engineer) 

Mr. H.S. Mawoaa 
Chief Civil Engineer 

UNDP 

Mr. A. Kruiakov 
UCD 

Ma. A. Koatian 
UNIDOJPO 
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Mr. Akimu 
National Programme Officer 

MALAWI 

Pvticipgts from Malawi Railways 

Mr. Kendrick Cheajeraai 
Actiag Chief Mechanical Engineer 

Beary Chimwanza 
Senior Electrical Engineer 

Mr. Jones Lukhere 
Electrical Foreman 

Mr. Rogers Gremu 
Technical Assistant Rolling Stock 

Mr. Alex Katondo 
Technical Assistant Civil Eogioe~ring Department 
Maintenance of Buildings &. Bridges &. Permanent Way 

Mr. Emmanuel Sailoni 
Technical Assistant, Permanent Way 

Mr. Walter Mumba 
Technical Assistant, Permanebt Way 
Malawi Railways 

Qther persogs from Malawi Railways 

Mr. Crispin Champiti 
Acting Chief Civil Engineer 

Mr. J. Forster 
Human Resources Adviser 

Mr. H. Thiadwa 
Divisional Manager (Railway Servicea) 

UNPP 

Mr. F. Ruacbel 
UNIDOJPO 
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ANNEX 5 

( 
PROGRAMME EVALUATED 

The rolling steel programmes evaluated were as follows: 

Yur Title Veaae Dllratlen (weeks) 

1984 I.P.G.T .P. in Maintenance UK 11 
and Repair of Railway 
Equipment 

1985 - Ditto - UK 11 

1986 - Ditto - UK/Kenya 11 

1987 - Ditto - UK/Kenya 12 

1988 I.P.G.T .P. in the Management UK/Egypt 12 
of the Maintenance and 
Repair of Rolling stock 

1989 I.P.G.T .P. in the Managem ent UK/Egypt 12 
of the Rehabilitation of 
Railway Rolling Stock 

1990 - Ditto - UK/Malawi 14 

The track programmes evaluated were as follows: 

Yur Title Veaae Dllratloa (weeks) 

1988 I.P.G.T.P. for Engineers UK/Kenya 12 
responsible for the 
Maintenance and Repair of 
Railway Tract 

1989 - Ditto - UK/Kenya 12 

1990 - Ditto - UK/Egypt 12 

1992 - Ditto - UK/Malawi 12 
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ANNEX6 

QUESTIONS TO FORMER PARTICIPANTS 

1. What is your name? 

2. Job title (present) 

3. Which programme did you attend? 

4. Have your position or your duties changed since the programme? 

S. What did you think of the programme in general? 

6. Did your participation have any influence on your personal and professional development? 

7. Who suggested or decided that you should apply for it? 

8. Have you been able to apply knowledge or skills acquired on the programme? 

9. Can you give us an example of a specific change (new process, new procedure, new 

equipment) which has been introduced on the basis of information you acquired during 

the programme? 

10. If the answer is no, why not? Irrelevance of programme content? Lack of financial or 

other resources? You are not in a position to initiate change? 

11. Are you working within a rehabilitation or investment programme? 

12. Have you or your colleagues attended any other training programmes (before or since the 

UNIDO programme), either as single events or as part of a coordinated series in your 

organization? 

13. Was the total duration of the UNIDO programme right? 

14. What do you think of the two-country system? In this connection which part of the 

programme did you find more uscf ul? 

15. Do you think the content of the programme was well organized and presented, in lectures, 

demonstrations, practical activities, study visits etc.? 

16. How much of the content of the programme bu proved useful to you? 

17. Which bu been more useful, the technical content or the general management content? 

18. Did you take any particular technical problem for discusion during your programme? 

If ao, did you come away with a solution? 

19. Were you given any individual attention during the programme? In connection with 

questions mentioned in 12, or on other matters? 

20. Were you given any training or reference material? Have you made use of it for training 

or reference? 

21. Were the tecbnoloay and working practices which you observed in the U.K. relevant to 

your work or applicable on your own railway? 

) 
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22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 
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Same question in regard to the African host countries? 

Were any difficulties caused within your group by divergent technical iaterests? 

Were there any .,roblems with language? 

Were administrative arraagemeats satisfactory (in both host countries as applicable}? 

- Time between acceptance ud start of programme 
- Accommodation 
- Meals 
- Travel 
- Money 

26. Were you satisfied with the information you received about the programme in advucc? 

Did your experience correspond with this information? 

27. Do any specially good points or bad points stick in your mind concerning your UNIDO 

programme? 

28. When you had completed your programme did you report on it to your supervisors or 

colleagues? If so, how? 

29. Do you think further programmes should be rua of the same kind? If so, have you any 

recommendations for improvements? 

30. Would you yourself like to attend another programme? In what field? (No promises!) 


